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The Bar Scene in 1991 - I I 
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Next Mo t • • 
A Special Valentine's Day Poetry Issue, (January 15th Deadline) 
·," ,"" . 
Dear Our Paper: 
I am confounded by your policy on 
phone sex ads. As a black gay male, I 
would say without a doubt that this paper 
is offensive to many in the community 
anyway. What are you trying to prove to 
yourselves. The strength of Our Paper 
should lie in its diverse nature! 
.I'm really sure that those who want to 
indulge in phone sex will do so, and have 
been doing so, why are you spiteing your 
nose to save your face. 
Do yourselves a favor and come down 
off of your pedestalled high horse. You 
are not the National Review or the 
Christian Science Monitor. 
_ Besides, how in good conscience can 
you raise the rates for advertisers on one 
page, and chastise phone advertisers for 
sex on another, citing rising costs. 
I find the only thing in your paper 
offensive is your reluctance to take phone 
sex ads pictorially. 
Leslie Allen 
Portland ME 
P.S. I did not use the "G" word. 
If you feel so bad about taking phone 
sex ads, do this: 
I. Take the ads. 
2. Devote 33% of sex ad revenue to: 
A) enlighten people about AIDS, 
OR 
B) donate money to care for people / 
with AIDS, 
OR 
. ' 
. ' ' 
.• .... 
C) donate the whole amount to the . 
Catholic Church for penance. 
Get the message, those who are ho-
lier than thou!! 
We are dying-any safe sexual outlet 
is a positive sexual outlet, unless you can 
effectively neuter humans!! ! 
Yes, I'm livid!! 
Editor's Note: Since running "our 
policy on phone sex ads", we have been 
greatly encouraged by many in the 
community who stand behind the policy. 
We welcome participation,for Our Pa-
per is YOUR paper. If you'd like to share 
your viewpoint, please write to EDITOR, 
Our Paper, PO Box /0744, Portland, 
ME04104. 
PURPLE CIRCUIT DIRECTORY PUBLISHED 
Artist Confronting AIDS has pub-
lished the second edition of The 
Purple Circuit Directory listing gay 
and lesbifin .theaters, groups and 
supportive organizations through-
out the United States, Canada, and 
England. The Purple Circuit pro-
motes quality gay and lesbian the-
atre through the directory, network-
ing, referrals, and the Purple Circuit 
Hotline at (213) 250-1413 . The 
directory, edited by Bill Kaiser is 
designed to help Playwrights, audi-
ences, producers, and theatres to 
find each other. It is a fundraising 
· project as well for Artists Confront-
ing AIDS .. Copies can be obtained 
by sending a contribution in any 
amount to ACA, Artists Confront-
ing AIDS, 684 1/2 Echo ark Ave., 
Los Angeles CA 90026 with a self-
addressed legal-sized envelope with 
25 cent postage. Artists Confront-
ing AIDS was founded by Michael 
Keams and James Carroll Pickett in 
1984 in response to the effect of 
AIDS on the arts community and 
the effect of arts on the AIDS com-
munity. In addition to supporting 
The Purple Circuit, ACA has pro-
duced AIDS/Us and AIDS/Usll. 
We're .ptoud _of OUR 
PAPER, -inspired_ by OUR 
READERS, and indebted 
to' OUR ADVERTISERS 
2 
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Dear Our Paper: 
I'm a 19 yearold gay male and I want 
to take issue with the phrase "old troll" 
many gay men use. Many young gay 
men choose to frown upon older gay · 
men and use the phrase "old trolls" but 
after all, isn't it these "old trolls" who 
have earned us most of the rights and 
freedoms that we gay men and women 
have today? I think it's terrible ! After 
all, they are gay and so are we. I think it's 
a disgrace that we can ' t all stick together. 
Isn ' t it bad enough we deal with a con-
servative society? Come on now. If we 
can ' t get along with each other, how do 
we expect to win the respect of others? 
Thanx. 
Royce Hanson 
Old Orchard Beach, ME. 
.......... , ..... 
• "BE MY VALENTINE" • 
In the February issue of OUR PAPER, 
we will print up to 25 heartfelt words 
to the person-- of· your choice in 
celebration of your love. Here's a 
sample: 
Dear Pat: 
I love your special lasagna with all 
that garlic, but I REALLY love you I 
•Chris 
Submit · your special message 
along with $2.00 to: 
OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland, ME 04104 
All ads must be received before 
January 15th. 
•••••••••••••••• 
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HEALTH CURIOSITY ABOUT DENTAL DAMS 
by R.J. Bass 
Q: When I read safer sex guidelines 
for lesbians, they always mention "dental 
dams." Exactly what is a dental dam? 
I've never heard of such a thing, and I 
can't begin to picture what it is or how it 
would be used. Please explain! 
A: If you're mystified by dental 
dams, you are not alone. Dental dams 
are, as the name implies, a device 
commonly used by many dentists and 
oral surgeons. They are square pieces 
of latex rubber that are used to isolate 
one tooth while protecting the dental 
patient's mouth from debris during 
some types of dental work. Dental 
dams, or rubber dams as dentists call 
them, are usually 4 by 4 inches, 5 by 5 
inches, or 6 by 6 inches, and they come 
in a variety of thicknesses like the 
rubber exam gloves that doctors and 
lab technicians use. They are available 
in different colors (green is common), 
and sometimes that are flavored as 
mint or vanilla to mask the rubbery 
taste which migl\t make a dental 
patient gag. When a dentist uses a dam 
s/he cuts a small .hole in it and places 
it over the patient's teeth. The tooth 
the dentist is working on is isolated 
and worked on through the small 
opening while the rest of the patient's 
mouth is covered and protected. 
At this point, you are probably 
wondering what all this has to do with 
sex. The use of dentai dams as safer 
sex toys is very recent history, and is 
actually "shrouded" in minor contro-
versy. Dams have been recommended 
by many AIDS and STD ( sexually 
transmitted diseases) educators as a 
tool for preventing the spread of 
viruses, bacteria, and other infectious 
agents during oral sex. The debate 
centers primarily around two issues: 
whether dams are actually effective for 
AIDS/STD prevention, and whether or 
not lesbians really ·need to use barriers 
during oral sex. Some discussion of 
these two issues may explain why there 
is still controversy and mystery asso-
ciated with dental dams. 
On the issues of their effectiveness, 
it should be noted that scientifically 
controlled laboratory studies have not 
been conducted to prove or disprove 
the ability of dams ·to prevent the 
spread of viruses (AIDS, H(?patitis A 
and B, herpes, etc.) and other disease-
causing organisms. The lack of 
research data causes some health 
educators to be reluctant to whole-
heartedly endorse dams as a proven 
STD and AIDS prevention tool. We 
do, however, have several studies which 
demonstrate the protective effective-
ness of latex exam gloves. There is no 
significant difference between the 
materials used for gloves and dental 
dams-latex rubber is latex rubber. So 
· Personalized···· 
Elegance 
The use of initials to personalize 
jewelry is a century-old tradition. It 
developed out of the same pride of family 
and status that gave birth to the family crest 
and coat of arms. 
A gift of personalized jewelry is a 
Thoughtful choice. 
Buy with Confidence, Give with Pride 
NICOLSON & RYAN 
.JEWELERS 
253 Water Street, Augusta 
1-800-244-6255 
the issue is a dental dam's ability to 
provide a . protective barrier is, quite 
literally academic. Even as you read 
these words, some researcher some-
where has probably just been awarded 
a research grant to conduct a labora-
tory study to evaluate the barrier 
effectiveness of dental dams, so we will 
eventually settle this issue. 
Secondly, there is the long-standing 
debate over whether or not lesbians 
need to be concerned about oral-
genital sex ("cunnilingus," "going down," 
"eating pussy," etc.) and oral-anal sex 
("rimming") as practices which risk the 
transmission of infections. Tradition-
ally, women who have sex only with 
other women have been at very low 
risk for sexually transmitted diseases. 
But "low risk" doesn't translate into "no 
risk," and many a lesbian is shocked 
and disbelieving when she catches oral 
or genital herpes from oral sex with a 
female lover. Cunnilingus can transmit · 
herpes and Hepatitis B (which is highly 
contagious), and possibly HIV-the 
AIDS virus-which is sometimes 
present in vaginal secretions or 
menstrual blood. (Hepatitis B and HIV 
can enter the bloodstream through tiny 
cuts, abrasions, or sores in the mouth, 
or in the gums or lips.) Rimming is 
known to be risky for Hepatitis A and 
a variety of gastro-intestinal infections. 
(See OUR PAPER, October, 1988, for 
f'RANK GRAHAM 
a discussion of gastro-intestinal 
infections.) The issues of risky behavior 
hinges not on one's self-defined 
identity as a lesbian, but on one's 
actual practices and one's partner's 
practices. Lesbians should learn to 
assess themselves for their level of risk 
for STDs, and then they should decide 
what safer sex guidelines they need to 
follow to lower their risk. (Risk assess-
ment and safer sex guidelines will be 
covered in a future column, but you 
can also call the AIDS-Line, 1-800-
851-AIDS, or a nearby STD or family 
planning clinic for advice.) 
Returning to the original question-
the dental dam is used by placing it 
over the vulva (the opening of the 
vagina, the vaginal lips, and the 
clitoris), the perineum (the area of skin 
between the vulva and the anus), or the 
anus ("butt hole," "ass hole", etc.). In 
this way, it provides a barrier between 
the mouth and the area being stimu-
lated. 
There are a few helpful hints for 
using dental dams. They can be used 
more than once, if they are washed, 
dried, and powdered with cum starch, 
and stored away from heat, cold, and 
moisture. Before use, the cornstarch 
should be rinsed off, and . the dam 
should be checked for holes. This is 
done by holding it up to a light to see 
continued on page 17 
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O E C O Y S 
DECORATIVE BIRDS & DECOYS 
BOOTHBAY HOUSE HILL 
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, ME. 0453B 
:n Boothbay Harbor ... 
<-:~ L f i . the shop that's gone bey ..i;d 
:!tUC!!ztU ffiCU 5 · what Wizads dream ... 
Four fu i! rooms of Rainbows & Magic includa: 
• Narurii C!ys:als & Gems 
• Auslrian Lead Clyslals 
• P&Wlill Fi!JtXines 
• t.lerao'11sic~ Rooks & 5-.~ ~ 
• Em,ian & lMlus.Jai JeW£<1 f 
• W:z..-ds, Olagoos, Casl os 
and Faires 
• Chakla Tuning Kits 
I • Large Til'O! 5eJec1ioo v • "Kaleido-Si<ys· 
' i:Si;,~ ::d- •Ha.!ing&l'owor W~ s Lf nc4[1!in,t .. e~tsues 
• Large !ncensa seiectioo 
• Essenoal Ois . 
• Healing stoo86 · sph,.as, 
pyramioJs, ooeisks, aggs & dustws 
• Many one-ol·• •kin<l i""'"' pieces 
• Urique Toys & Puppets 
• S1ained Glass 
• Enc/\antad Bird Houses 
• Candles, Talisman & R:ru.,: tools 
• N.,. Age musice & vi080s 
• SIJait Wide bool<s & tapes 
16 McKown Street 
Bootlbay Harter. ME 04538 
207-633-4992 
FAMILY PRACTICE 
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 
P.O . BOX 667 
Adult/PediR-tric Medicine • Office Gynecology 
1 
MR-nipuliition • Prt11entlltiv& Medicine . 
Walk-In and by Appointment 
222 St. John St., Suite #322 
Portland Maine • 871-1300 
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I ACT UP PLANS "DAY OF DESPERATION" 
ACT UP(AIDS Coalition To Unleash 
Power) is planning major demonstrations 
nationwide on January_23rd to coincide 
with President Bush's State of the Union 
address. We are calling this a Day of 
Desperation to show the country and the 
world what an absolute disaster the AIDS 
crisis is to all of our lives. What is the 
state of the union?-Desperate. These 
demonstrations are meant to escalate our 
fight, to make our so-called leaders realize 
that the AIDS crisis is not over and that 
our fight is unending until it is over. 
The theme of the day will be "People 
are dying. What are you doing?" This 
message will be brought to all levels of 
government, to air individuals, corpora-
tions and institutions that are prolonging 
this plague with their ignorance, indif-
ference and greed. While President Bush 
is busy preparing to wage war in the 
Persian Gulf, he continues to ignore the 
AIDS crisis and refuses to wage war on 
an epidemic that is killing hundreds of 
thousands of Americans. 
The Day of Desperation is designed 
to bring AIDS to the forefront of dis-
cussion. It is meant to show that we are , 
desperate . We are becoming bigger and 
more powerful and we are more willing 
than ever to put our bodies on the line. It 
is to couter government rhetoric that 
AIDS is becoming a manageable condi-
tion. We know AIDS is not manageable. 
It is a NGHTMARE! 
Why a nightmare?-
Because someone dies of AIDS ev-
ery 10 minutes. 
Because insurance companies and 
Medicaid refuse to pay for promising 
experimental AIDS treatments. 
Because people of color, IV drug 
users and women are systematically ex-
cluded from drug trials. 
Because more Amerians have died of 
AIDS than were killed in the Vietnam 
War. 
Because the Center for Disease 
Control refuses to include women's 
symptoms in it's definition of AIDS, 
many women are dead before they are 
ever diagnosed. 
Because after 11 years of the AIDS 
~pidemic, AZT is still the only FDA 
approved anti-viral medication for AIDS. 
p A p ( R 
Because in Maine there is still no 
clinic specifically designed to treat people 
with AIDS. 
Because in Maine many physicians 
refuse to treat PW As on Medicaid or 
those PW As who have no health insur-
ance. 
- Because in Maine PW As on Medic-
aid have dumped by AIDS specialists. 
Because in Maine PW As are routinely 
denied dental care by dentists who refuse 
to treat anyone with HIV infection. 
What can you do to participate in the 
Day of Desperation? In Portland, ACT 
UP is planning to hold a dramatic march 
and massive demonstration in Monument 
Square in downtown Portland. The 
Portland demonstration will draw atten-
tion to Governor McKernan and OHS 
Commissioner Rollin Ives for their 
· continued failuure to respond to the AIDS 
crisis that is rapidly escalating_in Maine. 
To McKernan and Ives we will ask "What 
are you doing while people are dying in 
Maine?" We will continue our demand 
for an AIDS Resource Center so that 
people with AIDS inMaine can get the 
quality of care and experimental drugs 
they so desperately need. 
The march will begin at the People's 
Building, 155 Brackett St., Portland at 
11 :30am and culminate in a massive 
demonstration in Monument Square at 
12:00noon. Some demonstrators will be 
risking arrest during this action. For those 
risking arrest there will be civ il disobe-
dience training on Monday, January 21st 
from 7-9pm at 155 Brackett St (2nd 
floor) , Portland. For more information 
regarding the Day of Uesperation call 
774-7224or774-5082.ACTUPishoping 
to draw as much support and participa-
tion in this demonstration as possible. 
Anyone participating in the demonstra-
tion should meet at the Peoples Building, 
155 Brackett St. (2nd floor) at I 0:30am 
on January 23rd, There are many ways 
for people to help in the planning of this 
action. If you are interested in helping, 
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7-
9pm at 155 Brackett St., Portland. Or 
you can write to ACT UP/Maine P.O. 
Box 5267, Portland, ME 04101. 
ACT UP! FIGHT BACK! FIGHT AIDS! 
S_UPPORT .THO.SE W·HO SU"PPbRT US • I 
4: 
i ETC. 
A Specialty Bookstore with Books, Cards, 
Tapes and Gifts For & About You. 
Self-Help ,._ Recovery ,., Health 
47 Maine Street 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 
( 207) 721-0702 
Gregory F. Scott 
Proprietor 
FANCY FLOWERS 
466 Fore Street. P.ooland. Maine • 1-207-772-3661 
WNEw A woMEN's -~ROS BOOKSTORE 
186 Hampshire St. Cambridge MA 02139 
(61n 876-5310 TDD: 676-3J40 
A 10-mlnute walk from the Central Square T 
Books Journals CDs & Tapes 
Feminist and Multi-Cultural Presses 
Cards Posters 
Non-sexist children·s books 
Full mail-Order services available. MCNS accepted. 
10-6 Tues, Wed, Fri, Sal/10-9 Thurs/12-6 Sun ll 
Hours: Monday-Saturday 
10 a.m. til 5 p.m. 
438 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841 '1D7/596-0040 
Specializing in books by and about women, _alternative health care and spirituality. 
See our selection of gay and lesbian fiction and non-fiction. 
dignit\J/maina 
P.O. Box 8113, Portland, Maine 04401 
and 
Dignity/Oangor, P.O. Box 2157, Oangor, Maine 04401 
An organization of Gay andfLcsbian Cat holics 
In Portland 
Every Sunday, 5:30 p. 111 . 
First Parish Church 
425 Congress Stree t 
Portland, Me 
E ntrance in Rear 
ln Bangor 
2nd and 4t h Sunday, 6:00 p.m. 
Chapel , Ruth Hutchins Center 
Bangor Theo logical Seminary 
300 Union Street 
Bangor, ME 
To reinforce our se/f-acceplance and sense of Dignify as People of God. 
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THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW by Holly Valero 
LESBIAN PHONE. SEX 
Mean Mommy Dearest looking for 
'Bad Seed' to discipline. Will teach you 
how to be a little lady, whether you like 
it or not. No granolas, bran-jockeys,or 
warm-fuzziesneed apply to this Mama 
Superior. Send chalk outline and your 
worst nightmare to P.O. Box 6969, c/o 
Bitch Weekly. 
No doubt about it. You don'.t see 
many lesbian ads in the personals 
section. Those few you do see fall into 
a few basic categories: 
1. Totally well-adjusted, sincere, 
nurturing woman looking to 
open up and share inner-most 
thoughts and feelings with 
another serenely peaceful 
womyn, wymyn, woomun, what-
have-you, while walking on the 
beach, picnicking, etc. 
2. Prisoners looking for peniten-
tiary-pals. 
3. H eterosexual couples looking to 
fulfill a fantasy or two with the 
addition of another woman. 
I have nothing against well-adjusted 
women, mind you. I've never met one, 
but I'd like to. Beach-walking and 
picnicking? Why do we always exalt 
these two testimonials to our serenity 
when most of us may actually do this 
one or two times a year-if we are 
THE 
·1ucky. Besides, I've never met any 
woman who fought against my beach 
plans in favor of, say, the opportunity 
to organize her spice rack, or flush her 
radiator system. Unlike an ad that may 
state a love of picnicking and square-
dancing, for example. 
But flip .the page. Once you get 
past the two or three lesbian personals, 
you enter a virtual yellow pages of gay 
personals. Words, abbreviations, 
measurements, and rules spell out 
graphically the ideal mate down to the 
very fantasy. Images like: Dungeon-
master, greaser, panties-freak, two-
somes, three-sames, two-tops-and-one-
bottomsomes, leather, chains, Bondage, 
Tops, Bottoms, S & M. Only five-foot, 
blonde Asian men. Hairy. Hairless. 
Blue-eyed, double-jointed 
crossdressers. Masochistic transvestites 
into epilady. 
Yeah, but does he like to walk on 
the beach? 
Good grief! The Mary Tyler-
Moore in me rises slowly to the surface 
as I go from page to page. Sometimes 
publications break things down so that 
you can just flip through to "scatology'' 
to find your guy. I've never made it 
more than half-way through any gay 
personals section. I put the magazine 
down. The next thing I know, I hear 
myself saying, "how about a picnic?" 
I've never seen a photo of a female 
construction worker accompanied by a 
900 number such as 1-900-PMS-
DYKE. Or the classic "slightly damp 
woman without a shirt," sensually 
coiling the pnone cord about her body. 
Her mouth slightly open . . . the 
headline reads: call now-hot women 
are waiting to talk to you! [$2.00 for 
the first minute, $.75 for each minute 
thereafter.] 
Surely the Lesbian community must 
have underground obscene videos. 
What about all those nine-minute-long 
cinematic masterpieces with names 
like: "Bitch in Heat" or "Menstrual 
Hell"? Those film ads are usually a 
blurry conglomerate of very old film 
footage out-takes with selling points 
such as: banned in Germany, just 
restored from Bolivian original, or 
some delightfully raw tidbit of movie 
info that would gag a horse. 
Where is all that stuff? 
Most attempts at "lesbian porn" that 
I've come across read like a cross 
between "The Well of Loneliness" and 
transcripts from the Dinah Shore show. 
I'm not helping things, either. I'll admit 
it right off the top. I'm a whimp. Take 
a fantasy where some ( add adjective 
here) woman slips me a note asking 
me to meet her at ( add location here) 
for a night of pure (addsituation_liere.) 
Okay. Now were all set. My fantasy 
takes off okay, but before I know it, I 
find that I'm worried about being able • 
to find the location, and a place to~. 
park. Worried that I'll show up on the 
wrong day. What if I lose the note? 
Then the whole thing is blown. Maybe 
I should make a photocopy of the note. 
Yeah, that's good. I'll stop at Sir 
Speedy. Uh-oh. Now there are two 
copies of the note. What if this woman 
is married and her lover is insanely 
jealous? What if I have school that 
night? Should I bring something, like 
a bag of cheese-doodles? How do they 
make those things anyway? What if 
she's into bondage? Or something 
really kinky. What if she gave me the 
wrong note? Maybe she also gave her 
boyfriend a note that reads: I dented 
your truck. Call me at 555-9097. Well, 
I got the cheese-doodles, maybe I'll 
just rent a video and go home. The 
next time she sees me, I'll smile and 
speak Spanish. Or maybe I could move. 
Oregon is nice. 
I end up exhausted, stressed out, 
and grateful that it's over. Something 
tells me that this is not the manufac-
turers-suggested ending for an erotic 
fantasy. 
I see ads for "erotic tattoos" and my 
mind sees that individual forty years 
later when gravity's landslide has taken 
its toll .and his or her total surface area 
of skin has doubled in size, creating 
something like erotic wallpaper. Images : 
of my Finnish grandfather at Gorham 
house playing with a chain that runs 
between pierced nipples. Like the 
·, . <,:ommercial asks, "what if there ever 
came a time when I just couldn't 
cope?" 
Men and women are different. I 
can't figure out either of them, and 
maybe I should stop trying. Given the 
warm weather, if you're looking for 
me, I'll be at the beach! 
GIAD·DAYH To OUR PAPER readers : 
BOOKSHOPa 
LESBIAN & GAY LITERATURE 
673BOYLSIONSI'REEf.BOSION,MA.021i6(6I7)267-3010 
Aaoss From Th~ Boston Public Library 
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Present this ad on Sunday nights and receive 
the lowest pric~d of two entrees complimentary. 
Primo! 
CENTRE BOOKSTORE 
AND LEARNING CENTRE 
Treat yourself 
and someone 
special to the 
finest dining 
in Portland. ELM STREET. DAMARISCOTTA 
563-2123 
NOW OPEN! 
Tues. - Sun. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
SPECIALIZING IN METAPHYSICS 
PARAPSYCHOLOGY 
SELF-HELP 
E.S.P. 
SPIRITUAL AWARENESS 
HEALING 
MEDITATION 
NEW AGE MUSIC AND 
LITERATURE 
ll6A C'.onpN& Sc., Ponland, ME0-1101 
772-1212 
Authentic 
northern 
Italian cuisine. 
36 Market Street, 
Portland 
773.4500 
TVM XX MUSIC 
by Tom Von Malder 
FERRON'S BACK. One of 
Canada's best musical poets, Ferron, 
has broken a silence of six years 
between records with the beautiful, 
often stunning Phantom Center 
(Chameleon Records, 48:44). Her last 
LP · was the critically acclaimed 
Shadows On a Dime (1984, Redwood). 
Redwood was Holly Near's record 
lapel. Achingly beautiful in spots; such 
as the end of the title track, Phantom 
Center is an album about the "trans-
formative power of loves." Explains 
Ferron, "A friend and I were talking 
about computers, wondering why they 
hadn't made a computer that can 
actually function· as a human. We 
laughed about how improbable it 
would be to program sentimentality 
into a computer. That thought led me 
on a journey of looking at the 
polarities of my sentimentality, and 
what makes me human-what I cry 
over, what chokes me up, what I can't 
live without, the things I've continued 
to live with because they have value. 
Phantom Center is trying to measure 
the particular landscape of my senti-
mentality-where it comes from and 
how it will be useful to me. I feel this 
responsibility to say something and 
have it be true for me. The gift to me 
is finding that my work somehow 
resonates on a deep level with other 
people and they find it is also "true for 
them." 
Folk guitar is merged with rhythm 
and blues on the striking first single, 
"Stand Up (Love in the Corners)," in 
which Ferron writes: "Now I can see 
love in the women and love in the man 
in myself." There also is a bit of rock 
to "Indian Dream" ("Our Love has 
Been Maligned"). 
Ferron's "Harmless Love" is about 
trying to play it cool, to fight love but 
failing, and the stunning "White Wins 
Mercy" captures the storm of growing 
up in a family. For contrast, "Heart of 
Destruction" has a sunny tropical 
sound. 
Mon - Fri 9-5 
Eves. by appt. 
Hair Styles for 
Women and Men 
69 Arsenal St. 
Augusta, ME 04330 
(207} 623-5131 Carl Duplissis 
Owner/Stylist 
WOODFORDS , 
c~q, 
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Speaking of Near, after 14 records 
on her own Redwood label, she, too, 
has a new album out ori Chameleon, 
Singer in the Stonn ( 46:28), that was 
mostly recorded live with only pianist 
John Bucchino. However, the tapes 
were taken into the studio for the 
addition of rhythm sections and 
additional vocalists. Among these are 
percussionist Bobbye Hall and guitarist 
Melissa Ethridge. Not as musically 
striking as Ferron's album, Near does 
cover most of her usual subjects. Social 
concerns surface in the gospelish 
protest"Ella's Song (We Who Believe 
in Freedom)", "Harriet Tubman (Life-
line)" (about slaves escaping via the 
I 
under~ound railroad), and the choir-
filled "Singing For Our Lives. Three 
songs are sung in Spanish, including 
the lyrical Mexican love song, "I Offer 
You a Songs," and "Still We Sing" 
(about surviving oppression). The later 
is sung with Mercedes Sosa, who also 
joins Near for a striking version of 
Sting's "They Dance Alone (Cueca 
Sola)." 
Of the more personal songs, Near's 
title track is the best. Also of note is 
that Island has reissued Phranc's 1985 
debut, Folksinger ( 40:23). Full of wit 
and spunk, highlights include "One O' 
the Girls" (aka the pool song), the gay 
p I p I R 
icon-filled "Amazons," and the breezy 
"Everywhere I Go (I Hear the Go 
Go's." She skewers former Los Angeles 
coroner Noguchi and the Pope in two 
separate songs, while both the chilling 
"Mary Hooley" and "The Lonesome 
Death of Hattie 'Carroll" are about 
murder victims. 
WHO ARE YOU. Pete Townshend, 
singer, guitarist, and songwriter of The 
Who, has finally admitted he is a 
bisexual in an interview in Timothy 
White's new buok, Rock Lives: Profiles 
and Interviews. Townshend has long ' 
denied the .songs "Rough Boys ("Tough 
boys running the streets/Come a little 
. closer/Rough toys under the sheets/ ... 
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Tough boys come over here/I wanna 
bite and kiss you") and "And I Moved" 
("And his hands felt like 'ice exiting/ As 
he laid me back just like an empty 
dress") on his Empty Glass album 
(1980, ATCO) were homosexual in 
nature. In fact, he said the latter was 
intended for Bette Midler. 
Now Townshend, who has been 
married to Karen Astley since 1966 
and has three children, has told White, 
"I know how it feels to be a women 
because I am a woman, and I won't be 
classified as just a man." He then called 
"Rough Boys" a "coming out, an 
acknowledgement of the fact that I'd 
had a gay life, and that I understood 
what gay. sex was about. It was a real 
. acknowledgement of the fact that ·I'd 
been surrounded by people that I really 
adored-and was actually sexually 
attracted to-who were men. And that 
side of me that responded to those 
people was a passive side, a sub-
ordinate side." 
BRIEFLY NOTED. Other recent 
albums of gay interest to seek out 
include: Bona Drag by Morrissey 
(Sire/Reprise) is a collection of 12-
inch releases, single hits and others, 
including "Will Never Marry," 
"November Spawned a Monster," 
"Interesting Drug," "Suedehead," and 
"He Knows I'd Love to See Him. 
Tattoo It by Paul Lekakis (Sire, 
43:11) is the first album from the 
former model with to-die-for looks and 
includes his dance club hits "Boom 
Boom (Let's Go Back to My Room"," 
"You Blow Me Away", and "Tattoo It 
on Me," as well as a duet with Lisa 
Bellamy on "Are You Man Enough" 
( originally sung by the Four Tops in 
1973's Shaft in Africa film) . 
Enchanted by Marc Almon ( Capitol, 
46:04)' is the former Soft Cell vocalist's 
second U.S. solo album. It again 
combines European and World in-
fluences, and several of his songs-
"Widow Weeds," "Death's Diary," and 
The Sea Still Sings-continue a 
tendency toward light opera. "Carnival 
of Life" is cabaretish:--and "Desperate 
Hours" is a moony love song. 
Liberty by Duran Duran (Capital, 
50:33). Don't cross Duran Duran off 
yet. The new album often has a harder 
sound, less whining by vocalist Simon 
Be Bon, and two new band members, 
including proto dark hunk Warren 
Cuccurullo on guitar. Cuccurullo, who 
is into bodybuilding, lists "exercise and 
masturbation" as his most compulsive 
habits in the record company bio. "It's 
the only vice I have left," he said. "I 
used to smoke, drink, and fuck every-
body who looked like they should be 
fucked." 
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PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
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The Bar.Scene in 1991: Celebrating the importance of having fuo. 
By Kevin Cassell 
"I'm not into the bar scene," he told 
me, this gentlemart I struck up a conver-
sation with at a gay club in Portland 
last fall. My immediate response was 
defensive: "Neither am I." 
And yet, there we were, nodding 
agreeably through a haze of smoke.and 
trying to talk over the loud, pulsating, 
deafening blast of disco. Each of us "not 
into" this "scene," but both of us there 
anyway, watching, participating. 
The Bar Scene: Eyes that hone in 
then dart away; eyes that hone in and 
stay fixed; leather ~jackets that some-
times don't come off no matter how hot 
it gets; cliques; people on the prowl; 
people who might have something 
they're not going to tell you about; 
married people who are gay and some-
how forgot for a night - these are the 
images, all of them negative, which 
make some individuals assert over and 
over that they're NOT "into" the unre-
pressed and thus perilously magnetic 
Bar Scene. 
And yet, what else is there? The 
library scene? The laundromat scene'! 
And, further, is this "bar scene" being 
judged fairly and comprehensively, or 
purely according to minor, albeit sensa-
tional, factors one can point out every-
where -- including libraries and laund-
romats? My answer: It doesn't matter 
how the bar scene looks to you; what 
ADVENTURES OF MILO & OTIS 
LIFE AND NOTHING BUT 
HENRY AND JUNE 
DOMINOES plus MY DINNER 
WITH ABBIE 
REVERSAL OF FORTUNE 
THE WITCH.li'.S 
matters is how you look at it And I've 
taken a good look and can say now, 
honestly, yes: I am into the bar scene. 
Strangely enough, some gay 
women (and womyn) and men don't 
always want to march and protest and 
sit around in self-help circles and have 
meetings to establish a "community." 
Some like to dance and drink and hang 
out and have fun. And like it or not, 
there is fine community to be found at 
the several gay bars and night-clubs in 
Maine. OUR PAPER recognizes this 
fact, and so this story highlights those 
year-round establishments that have 
helped us celebrate the importance of 
having fun. 
Bangor 
We begin at mid-state, in Bangor, 
under the Joshua-Chamberlain bridge, 
with the "old" Riverfront -- old, that is, 
come February 1, when it will be offic-
ially relocated to what was formerly 
Benjamin's, below Panda Garden, at 123 · 
Franklin Street "We needed a bigger 
space," said Dave, who opened the 
presently "old" Riverfront eight months 
ago with co-owner Mike. Business has 
been good, especially on the weekends, 
and the new Riverfront (not on the river 
"but near it") will be more conducive to 
thecrowd 
Dec. 26 - Jan. 1 
Jan. 1 - 3 
Jan.4-17 
Jan. 11 - 17 
Jan. 18 - 24 
Jan. 19 - 21 
TUNE IN TOMORROW... Jan. 25 - 31 
GRIM PRAIRIE TALES Jan. 29 - 31 
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Since they opened their doors at 193 
Broad Street, The Riverfront has kept 
hours from seven to one Wednesday 
through Saturday and from seven tb 
twelve on Sunday, charging a $2 cover 
after nine on Fridays and Saturdays: ' 
They've experimented with a number of 
themes, including "Country Night," a 
"Fifties-Sixties-Seventies" night, and 
they anticipate an upcoming "Beach 
Party." They've sponsored "a couple 
drag shows" and hosted a comedian, but 
their most interesting recent event was a 
"Mister Bangor" contest: A show in 
which women cross-dressing as men 
competed not only for this, um, unique 
title, but also for a $50 cash grand-
prize. There were two winners: Sharon 
and Chris, who lipsynced their way to 
victory by means of McCartney's and 
Wonder's classic "Ebony and Ivory." 
Since most gay bars eagerly sponsor 
drag shows featuring men dressed up as 
women, Dave and Mike figured this 
rather unconventional approach would 
"even things out a little." It worked. 
Bangor's homophobic history 
includes the 1984 "involuntary man-
slaughter" of Charlie Howard by three 
teens who, after beating him for "being 
gay," tossed him over a bridge. Howard 
couldn't swim. Mike confessed to being 
"very nervous" about the reception The 
Riverfront would receive once the city 
found out its gay/lesbian orientation. 
The city has found out, and so far has 
shown no response short of tolerance --
a significant, though subtle, hint of 
progress for Maine's entire gay/lesbian 
community. 
With the initial stage of reservation 
behind, The Riverfront is able to cont-
inue its regular business schedule, cater-
ing to lesbian women every Wednesday 
for "Girls' Night Out" and to gay men 
every Thursday for "Boys' Night Out," 
when everything but soda is marked 
down significantly for those of the app-
ropriate gender. (I am reluctant to print 
the prices of drinks, as legal concerns 
were voiced to me during the writing of 
this story, but I will state here that no 
other gay club in Maine offers reduced 
prices as shockingly reasonable as the . 
Riverfront's during these two "nights 
out.") · 
In keeping up with larger, com-
munity-wide concerns, The Riverfront 
hosted an AIDS benefit auction on Oct-
ober 18. The benefit was sponsored by 
Coors, Inc. which donated beer signs 
and tote-bags bearing its trademarked 
logo, and included patrons' donations of 
all kinds of things from antique lamps 
to a television set. The money raised 
($763) has been deposited in a fund 
jointly supervised by The River-front 
continued on page 9 
Sun Effects Tanning & Toning 
782 Minot Avenue 
Tim Moody 
Auburn, Maine 04210 
(207) 782-2006 
UNLIMITED TANNING 
$29.95 for one month 
Your choice of Bed or Booth 
Butch Burgess 
Persons wishing to donate lime, energy, money, or seroices for any of the above events ar 
encouraged lo call for further information 773-3564 Tickets for any of the above events a1 
usually availab/,e one month prior lo the event and may be obtained by calling 967-0787. 
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Japanese Youth Group Ousted 
A gay youth group in Tokyo has been 
ousted from meeting at a youth center, and 
city officials have refused to intervene. 
The group had been meeting at the city 
youth center for four years. Recently, 
however, other center users began disrupt-
ing its meetings and harassing its members 
with offensive language. When the group 
sought help from the center's director, he 
reportedly banned the gay group from using 
the center. 
Paz Y Liberacion 
Bilinguai Newsletter for India 
A gay group in Bombay is now publish-
ing the country's first gay newletter, 
Bombay Dost (Bombay Friend). The first 
issue was sixteen pages long, included 
interviews and information about where 
gays can meet, and was published in both 
Hindu and English. Copies may be ordered 
by sending $5 (US currency) to: Trikone, 
PO Box 21354, San Jose, CA 95151. 
Paz Y Liberacion 
· Hew Rights Law for Syracuse 
Mayor Thomas Young this month 
. signed into effect a Fair Practices Law 
. which prohibits discrimation on the basis 
of sexual orientation. . 
The new law adds Syracuse to the list of 
more than 100 cities which have adopted 
laws prohibiting discrimination against 
gays. Syracuse is the tenth city in New 
York State to enact such a law. 
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The Syracuse law prohibits discrimina-
tion in employment, housing, and public 
accommodations. It was adopted by the 
Syracuse Common Council last month on 
a five to four vote. 
Washington (DC) Blade 
New Group in Zimbabwe 
A gay group has formed in Zimbabwe. 
Called Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe 
(GALZ), the organization is headquartered 
in the capitol city of Harare and sponsors 
discussion groups and sport activities. To 
contact the organization, write to GALZ, · 
PO Box UA 425, Union Avenue, Harare, 
Zimbabwe. 
Washington (DC) Blade 
Vigil Continues in San Francisco 
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NGL TF Report Cards Released 
by Bob Gordon 
Grades are out for Maine's four mem-
bers of the now-historical l O l st Congress. 
The Natioal Gay & _Lesbian Task Force 
(NGLTF) recently released its "NGLTF 
Report Card", a list of grades on key votes 
considered important to lesbians and gay 
. men. 
Democratic Senator George Mitchell 
and Republican Senator William Cohen 
each received a grade of "A". They voted 
"correctly" 92% of the time on twelve 
issues including the Hate Crimes Statistics 
Act, the Helms "Food Handler" amend-
ment and three Helms censorship amend-
ments dealing ~ith NEA appropriations. 
Democratic Representative Joseph 
Brennan received a grade of"B". Brennan 
voted "correctly" 87% of the time on thir-
teen issues including the Americans with 
DiJ;abilities Act, the Hate Crimes Statistics 
Act, the Chapman "Food Handler" amend-
ment, NEA appropriations, and the Family 
Unity & Employment Opportunity Immi-
gration Act which includes the repeal of the 
exclusion preventing immigration by les-
bians and gay men. 
Republican Congresswoman Olympia 
Snowe received a grade of "D", voting 
"correctly" 63% of the time. Snowe voted 
correctly on several key votes such as the 
Hate Crimes Statistics Act, the Americans 
with Disabilities Act and the Immigration 
bill. However, Snowe' s record shows room 
for improvement. Her support of the irra-
tional "Food Handler" amendment which 
would have allowed employers to remove 
HIV infected persons from food handling 
positions is one vote that shows her unre-
liability on our issues. 
NGL TF issues Report Cards at the 
completion of each Congress to let mem-
bers know how they have done on the 
issues and to inform the lesbian and gay 
community on how well it is being served. 
NGLTF notes that many factors determine 
whether a member of Congress performs 
well for the lesbian and gay community. 
Besides voting percentages and Report Card 
grades, constituents should consider the 
co-sponsor record, leadership on issues, 
and whetherornot that member has regular 
contact and dialogue with the community. 
The National Gay and Lesbian Task 
Force is a national gay and lesbian civil 
rights advocacy organization with 17,000 
members nationwide. For more informa-
tion, write to NGLTF, 1734 14th Street, 
NW, Washington,D.C.20009orcall(202) 
332-6483. On October 27, 1985 AIDS activists 
Steve Russell and John Belskus chained 
themselves to the doors of the Old Federal 
Building in San Francisco to protest the 
Reagan Administration's response to the 
AIDS epidemic. Five years later, Reagan is 
out of office, yet the ARC/AIDS Vigil 
continues. 
Buddies Needed for AIDS Program 
"We've been here for five years, 14 
hours a day, rain or shine, giving informa-
tion to all people who request it", one of the 
members of the vigil said. He added that 
the vigil will continue until the federal 
government meets the group 's "four moral 
appeals"-increased funding, more treat-
m<:;nt, greater access to drugs and anti-
discrimination laws. 
Philadelphia Gay News 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services 
(MASS) announces that volunteers are 
needed throughout the state for the Buddy 
Program. Currently, MASS is the only 
organization training individuals_ to be 
Buddies, and the next training program is _ 
scheduled to begin January 18th. There are 
shortages of Buddies in Greater Portland 
and the Lewiston/ Auburn area as well as in 
many other regions of Maine. 
Volunteers make a commitment of one 
year to the Buddy Program. After complet-
ing the training process, Buddies are as-
signed to a Person With AIDS (PW A) to 
act as an emotional support and friend to 
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the PW A. Most Buddies spend two to five 
hours per week working with their PW A's, 
providing some quality tim! to a needy 
individual. In additon to working with a 
PW A, a Buddy attends two "pod" meet-
ings a month. At present, MASS has pods 
in Portland, Brunswick, Bath, Rockland, 
Lewiston/ Auburn, and Augusta/Hallowell. 
If anyone is interested in learning more 
about the Buddy Program, they should 
contact the MASS office at 725-4955 or 
PO BOX 57, Brunswick, ME 04011. The 
Buddy Program is sponsored in part by a 
donation from the Mid-Coast United Way. 
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• Chip & Dale's 
Pine Tree 
Square 
Directions : Open 7 Days A Week 
Main Street 
Waterville, 
Maine 
207-873-5610 
95 to Exit 34, across -
from Elm Plaza in 
the Pine i:ree Square 
Shopping Center 
(formerly Uptown 
Lounge) · 
8 pm - 1 am 
D~NCE, DANCE, DANCE: THU, FRI; SAT, SUN 
Come join us at 
PAPA JOE'S 
207-623-4041 
The place for Texas Two Steppin' 
80 Water Street 
Augusta, Maine 
We have no strangers --
only friends you haven't met. 
TUESDAY~SATURDAY: 7-1 . 
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and a local STD clinic and will be used 
to support traveling expenses for people 
with AIDS who need to leave the state 
for treatment. 
So where does the-Riverfront go 
from here? To a subground split-level 
double-room club with a Mexican-style 
interior, including stucco walls with -
two arched and scrolled rod-iron win- ' 
dows that overlook the dance room two 
steps down from the lounge. The (new) 
Riverfront will not only have more 
space, but more seating, columns with 
stand-up oak bars, and, surrounding the 
dance floor from three sides, wall 
benches upholstered in Mexicana 
patterns. 
Waterville 
Once upon a time, a couple Colby 
students told Don and Charlie of Water-
ville that, together, they resembled 
Chip and Dale the chipmunks. With a 
laugh Don and Charlie adopted their 
new names and wore them like badges; 
indeed, they named their club after 
themselves. 
From male strippers to female im-
personators to folk singers to plain old 
D.J.'s, Chip & Dale's contributions to 
Waterville's newly established gay night-
life can't be underestimated, no matter 
how hard you try. As New Year's Eve 
came on last year the clothes came off 
of several professional exotic dancers 
when this city's only gay club hosted 
the traditional "big crowd pleaser," Men-
0-Mania. This event is but one of 
many "specials" the club sponsors each 
year. On January 18, Lakia Mondale, a 
female impersonator, will appear with 
her "guest," Miss Ronnie Evans, in a 
show which, according to promotion 
manager Bob, promises to be a good 
one. · 
Before it opened its doors on July 
1, 1989, what is now Chip & Dale's 
was then a small, barn-board panelled 
lounge at the Pine Tree ·square Mall, 
just off I-95's Exit 34. After tearing out 
a kitchen and completely revamping the 
place, a m*in dance club emerged 
replete with DJ booth, a new floor and 
sound system, a pool table and pinball/ 
video games, making it possible for 
local lesbians aJ)d gay men to go out 
without having to drive out of town. · 
''I'd go out to the Holiday Inn or to any 
one of the other [straight] bars here in 
town," Chip told me, "and there'd be 
ten, eleven gays I knew in there.'' That's 
one reason why he and Dale opened 
Waterville's sole gay nightclub (what 
was first described as a "non-discrimin-
ating lounge" when they applied for a 
license), to accommodate the city's l~ge 
but then unconnected community. 
Chip & Dale's is a long, rectang-
ular lounge with the dance floor at the 
far end, an architectural convenience for 
those who want to hold conversation 
without having to go out into the park-
ing lot. The black painted walls are 
lightened with two rows of small 
· mirrors and, at certain vantage points, 
display fluorescent pastel drawings of 
half-nude men and women. It is not a 
"men's only" bar nor was it ever, des-
pite rumors to the contrary. Wednes-
day's "Ladies' Nite Out" testifies to the 
management's commitment to foster a 
non-discriminating environment. 
Though mainly a discotheque, last 
October's "Flash Back" night delivered 
music from the sixties up and sported 
staff members in period clothes, some 
styles of which vastly pre-dated the 
Americ~ 1960s. October also saw a 
Halloween party where costumed 
clientele competed for "Scariest, 
Prettiest, Funniest, and Overall Best" 
titles worth $75 (tops) and $25 
(bottoms). (No pun intended, I don't 
think.) Participants walked away with 
"Treat Your Trick" bags containing 
items necessary for an evening of high-
romance and safer-sex. Chip & Dale's is 
open all week from seven to one. 
Happy Hours are happily inexpensive 
on Sunday through Tuesday. 
Lewiston 
David, a student In Lewiston, has 
been to gay clubs from Miami to San 
Diego to New York to Boston, but 
what wooed him into patronage with 
the Sportsman's Club was the "friendly 
bartenders and comfortable atmosphere." 
The pine wood bar and beams, coupled 
with greenish wallpaper that turns light 
blue from the lights, gives the bar ,;a 
subdued country look," a somewhat 
Maine-esque, slightly rustic ambience. 
"Everyone's really friendly," David 
asserts. "It's a very nice place." 
Formerly The Ponderosa, The 
Sportsman's Club opened 1n 1958 and 
was a so-called straight bar until Roland 
Blais and Walter Deschamps bought It 
In 1975, remodeled the first two floors 
continued on page 10 
continued from page 9 
of this three-story building at 2 Bates 
Street. and now has the honor of being 
Maine's oldest gay/lesbian club. Not 
wanting "to rock the cradle" with the 
state, Blais said they kept the "butch" 
name and quietly made the transition 
from straight to not-so-straight. So, the 
Sportsman's Club today is something 
very different from The Sportsman's 
Club before 1975. 
What's more, it is actually a 
"club," with close to 800 members, 
some of whom, according to Blais, 
frequently "go outside the bar scene" and 
engage in seasonal activities like hik-
ing, skiing, and white water rafting. 
Membership has its fringe benefits: For 
$6 a year, members not only are spared 
the regular weekend cover charge of $2 
per person, but they are treated to 
special meals at remarkably reasonable 
prices. For example, for $4 last New 
Year's Eve members and their guests 
were served a buffet of roast beef and 
ham and potatoes and so on ·down the 
culinary tract. "We are the only private 
gay club in Maine," Blais said with 
sprightful enthusiasm. "You just come 
in: make out our 'application,' and for 
six bucks you're in." Membership is 
available to everyone, male, female, 
gay, straight -- even "trysexuals" aren't 
denied entrance or discriminated against. 
Despite its country-like atmo-
sphere, The Sportsman's Club is 
primarily a dance place, certainly so on 
weekends. It is opened seven days a 
week from eight to one (and from four 
to one on Sundays ) . Happy Hours run 
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on Monday and Tuesday nights . For 
those who are following in the tracks of 
the State and tightening up, there is 
"Recession Night": Each Wednesday the 
prices of domestic beer and drinks drop 
like real-estate markets. Special events 
are advertised on the bulletin board just 
inside the door. In keeping active with 
the outside world, the most recent signif-
icant event was a ("mostly drag" Christ-
mas Variety Show held on December 2. 
All the proceeds from this show -- app-
roximately $500 -- were donated to the 
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition 
(AVAC). 
The Sportsman's Club is not Lewis-
ton's only gay enterprise, however . 
That fellow who told me he wasn't into 
the bar scene might take refuge in the 
restaurant scene The Alternative pro-
vides Tuesday through Friday from 
eleven a .m. through five p.m. when 
the dance floor is covered by candle 1 it 
tables and the menu offers everything 
from fresh-doe pizza to chicken cordon 
bleu. Actually, the kitchen is opened 
whenever The Alternative is opened as a 
"nightclub," which is Wednesday 
through Sunday from eight to one. So 
those who want to take a break between 
binges of dancing and have, say, an 
open Italian sandwich, can. This 
"alternative" balancing act between 
carousing and cuisine is one example of 
what the club is all about. 
Before The Alternative opened on 
April 6, 1989, it was a three-bay auto-
mobile garage with oily cement floors 
and the stale petrol scent of leftover 
engine work. Co-owners Cindy and 
Ken, together with bartender Stephanie, 
waiter Jeff and his two brothers, interior 
decorator Michael, among others, 
moved in and literally "made the place" 
that now stands at 1425 Lisbon Street, 
across from the VIP. Together they 
revitalized, revamped, and recreated, in-
stalling a l 7'x 17' elevated dance floor, 
carpeting, stand-up bars, awnings 
jutting from each garage door under 
which people can sit at tables, a big-
sc~n T.V.; and (th~ to Ken's 
mother) the aesthetic environs were 
Manchester Civic Club 
623-6477 
Manchester. N.H. 03105 
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enhanced by wall paintings of Madonna, 
Janet Jackson, and Paula Abdul --
musicians· much in demand by the 
club's clientele. 
By their definition, The "Alter-
- native" stands for a place "where every-
one can come and have fun." Sundays 
are when country music is played for 
those not necessarily moved by the 
popular disco scene of Thursdays, Fri-
days, and Saturdays (A $5 cover is 
charged only on Saturdays). And there 
are special shows, like the monthly 
stripteases that are, explains Stephanie, 
"sometimes just male, sometimes just 
female, sometimes both together." This 
gender-mixing, she says, ensures The 
Alternative's commitment to please 
everybody: "We don't want to be one-
sided for one type of people." Occa-
sional drag shows further blend the 
genders. But they also offer just regular 
parties, such as last New Year's Roast 
Beef dinner celebration. 
Eager to connect with other gay 
establishments throughout Maine, The 
Alternative plans to open their Thursday 
night dart league (not "tournament") to 
anyone who wants to get together and 
challenge their own team, both in 
Lewiston and abroad. This project is 
planned, tentatively, for September. 
*** 
"What distinguishes PJ's from many 
other gay night clubs," says owner Dick 
Aube, "is that it is actually two-bars-in-
one." PJ's is the more popular term for 
"Papa Joe's," and it is this acronym that 
appears ori its sign at 80 Water Street in 
downtown Augusta. As it enters its 
eleventh year as the only gay bar in the 
state's capital, PJ's boasts a potpourri of 
entertainments that pretty much caters 
to everyone. This is made possibly to a 
large degree by its dual capacity: It is 
both a hot-blooded dance club and a kick-
back-and:relax lounge. When the disco 
and-rock music and flashing lights get 
to be a little too much after a while, 
costumers can escape temporarily to the 
Oak Wood Lounge in an adjacent room 
where it is possible to hold a conver-
sation at voice level. 
The _Oak Wood Lounge is a piano 
bar where Eddie Ried plays everything 
from popular oldies to show tunes each 
Tuesday and Thursday night. Panelled in 
darkly stained, hardwood wainscot under 
a pine ceiling, the lounge exudes the 
impression of an exclusive country-club 
room without a single hint of elitism. 
The "other side" is the dance club, but --
Surprise! -- it's not given ONLY to 
disco and Top 40. Wednesday is 
Country Night, and PJ's offers free 
lessons in country dancing. (fhe recent 
closing of Portland's Ravens distin-
guishes PJ's as Maine's only gay/ 
lesbian bar that offers such lessons.) In 
addition, Country has its reprise each 
following Saturday from seven to nine-
thirty, after which the club at last goes 
pop. Guys who sometimes like to don 
women's clothes -- as did several "local 
professionals" at PJ's Christmas Drag 
Show last December 16 -- will have the 
chance to lipsync their Wf!Y through 
their favorite song at the upcoming 
Miss Gay Maine regional contest (the 
date of which was not available at the 
time of publication) and, perhaps, be 
chosen to represent PJ's in the state and, 
possibly, New England competitions 
this year. Already, the club displays 
seven trophies from such past comp-
etition in its dance room. 
This U-shaped club has, at its 
elbow, a gameroom area centralized by 
an ubiquitous pool table. PJ's is open 
Tuesdays through Saturdays, offering 
Happy Hours from seven to ten every 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, and 
from seven to nine on Friday. On 
Friday and Saturday nights a $2 cover-
charge is collected from people coming 
in after 9:00. 
Portland 
Portland's newest gay bar is inside 
the small, unremarkable brick building 
with triangular windows next to the 
parking lot beside Woodford's Cafe, at 
117 Spring Street-. The Chart Room, 
once the well-known lesbian-run Entre 
Nous, as yet has no sign. Outside of its 
tight-nit constituency, know ledge of its 
whereabouts gets around mostly by 
word-of-mouth. 
The Chart Room opened upon 
completion of major renovations last 
November 8. Co-owners Jason and Joe 
wanted to give to the gay community a 
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~ing· t-he importa-nce of having ·fun. -
friendly neighborhood bar, a place where 
men can congregate in fraternal 
camaraderie away from the glitz of the 
dance-club scene. It's opened Mondays 
. through Fridays from four to one, and 
on weekends from one to one. Happy 
Hours run all week between four and 
seven and on weekends between one and 
seven. Raffles for Chart Room tee-
shirts and dinner for two at local restaur-
ants helped mark its New Year's Eve 
party, the most recent divergence from 
what one customer, Rob, described as 
The Chart Room1s "quiet" atmosphere. 
Though quiet, this place in no way 
resembles the whispery hush-hush of a 
library. At times the television mounted 
up in one comer competes with the rock 
music that plays over the new sound-
system. But neither is loud enough to 
drown out the rolling of dice on the 
birch bar, or the tilting of pinball 
machines, or the breaking of pool table 
balls. These sounds complement the 
internal decor, still in its formative 
stages, by providing an audible impres-
sion of the rough sea beating against a 
ship's hull: The Chart Room has a 
subtle nautical flavor, enhanced by brass 
railings and lamps, oceanic drawings by 
inhouse artist Steve, and -- you guessed 
it -- a seascape "chart." 
If the Chart Room is "nautical," 
then Blackstone's is --according to one 
part-time barfly, Larry, who's been 
going there since it opened labor day 
weekend of 1987 -- "eclectic." Cozy, 
unpretentious, Blackstone's is a Cheers-
like bar where everyone tends to know 
everyone else. Beyond the tinted 
windows at 6 Pine Street hides a place 
that appears a mixture of a Jazz Age 
speakeasy and a mid-western saloon. 
Fans slowly oscillate on the tin ceiling 
from which hangs a chandelier not 
unlike those that lighted the "waiting 
rooms" of tum-of-the-century bordellos. 
High over the bar, flanked by yuletide 
poinsettias, is "Rudolph" - literally, a 
taxidermic deer head with a red bulb 
attached to its nose. Perhaps the most 
intriguing feature of all is the collection 
of license plates that crowd the wall 
over the front door and brag of Alaska, 
Oregon, Virginia, California -- the latter 
a vanity plate reading "IM12RU." 
Although Blackstone's is not a 
dance-club, it broke with tradition on 
New Year's and introduced, along with 
discounted drinks, a DJ. and dancing. 
This is a first. Before, special events 
included a Comedy Club, a "Men In 
Uniform" night (.when everyone from 
four-star generals to white-capped 
sailors "came out" of their closets), and 
a Halloween Costume Party that re-
warded the best female character, best 
male character, and the best "all-
around." Probably the most activist 
gay club in the state, Blackstone's is 
keeping up with its awards-bestowing 
tradition with plans for a "Community 
Awards" later on this month. Owner 
Tom Robinson, after consultation with 
local gay and lesbian groups, plans to 
host an upscale public recognition 
event, replete with speakers, for those 
who have contributed significantly to 
the goals of the gay community. These 
special events come and go, leaving in 
place the usual Sunday night pool 
(starting at 7:30) and Monday night 
table tennis (8:00) tournaments, both of 
which award $75 weekly cash prizes and 
a trophy/$100 cash prize every six 
weeks. 
Blackstone's is opened all week 
from four to one, with daily Happy 
Hours ending at eight. A $3 cover 
charge is exacted only on nights with 
special events. 
At the other end of town, in the 
vicinity of 3 Spring Street, is the Lime-
light, arguably Maine's most popular 
gay/lesbian nightclub. In the late sev-
enties, Paul Hood opened what was 
· called Rwnors, a name that changed to 
The Underground a few years later when 
he entered partnership with Randy 
Toothacker Scott "The Underground" 
was a clever term with a double 
entendre: Literally, it is a place down-
under, at sub-ground level; figuratively, 
the term expressed the underground 
nature of the gar subculture. But when 
Hood entered partnership last year with 
Diane Magrino, Brent Quint, Alex 
Guerette, and Tim Donnell, the name 
was switched to Limelight. "'Limelight' 
has more positive connotations," 
explains P.R.-Man Guerette. "It re-
presents a new attitude. Underground' 
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suggested some-thing illicit, illegal; '. r,,_ 
'Limelight' says exactly what we are --
an entertainment center, with. a stage." 
The Limelight's stage is actually a . 
raised dancefloor in its discotheque, the 
other side of the pool room that serves 
as a concentric mediwn between the 
loud, flashy ''back" and the more 
tranquil "front" 
This place is a bastion of cease-
lessly erupting activity, as was evident 
in its New Year's theme of "Putting on 
the Ritz" a night of tuxedos and 
limousines and champagne and hors 
d'oeuvres. "Fiesta" is a tr~ditional Sun-
day night celebration when the Lime-
light is transformed into a Mexican 
cantina complete with cacti, confetti, 
bags of coffee beans, Mexican road 
signs, rattling maracas, "megamartinis," 
three kinds of sombreros, and a free taco 
(generally) buffet. This is followed by 
the Sunday Night Show, beginning at 
eleven, which features performers of the 
- female-impersonation persuasion. (Its 
recent U.S.O.-based theme, said 
Guerette, "is for our brothers and sisters 
stationed in Saudi Arabia.") The last 
Sunday of each month presents the 
Comedy Can-Can benefit -- one that, 
since May, has netted around $2000 in 
donations to the P.W.A. (People With 
AIDS) Coalition of Maine. 
Wednesdays hosts the "Crazy 8 
. 
eightball-sinking quest toward a weekly 
cash prize of $75 and a monthly one of 
$250, followed by two consecutive 
shows called "Bambi Baxter's Body 
Talk," which features two exotic male 
dancers each week -- the ''best" three of 
whom are invited back, by patrons' 
vote, for the "Best of Body Talk" show 
at the end of each month. Generally, the 
dance room opens up at nine every 
Wednesday through Saturday. A cover 
of $2 is charged Wednesdays and Thurs-
days, and (unless you come in between 
nine and ten, when entrance is free) it's 
$3 on Fridays and $4 on Saturdays. 
Guerette -- citing the gay com: 
munity's limited success in lobbying 
for equal rights legislation, increases in 
gay-bashing, and the AIDS epidemic --
stresses the Limelight's on-going 
strategy to keep the club "mixed" and 
maintain a strength-through-together-
ness agenda. The same philosophy was 
forthrightly spoken by John, one of the 
owners of The Unicom, who, along 
with Mary and Jessee, strive to ensure 
their club remains mixed: "We [gay 
people] are a minority, and we all need 
to work together." John believes gay 
establishments that distinguish between 
male and female, emphasizing one over 
the other, creates "one more minority 
within a minority -- and that's not how 
it should be." 
Thus, The Unicorn's symbol is that 
primeval horse-like animal with a 
single horn and a soft, silky mane; of 
all mythological creatures it is the most 
"asexual." Implicit in its symbolism --
and subliminally evident in promotion 
manager Kurt Ridley's mural on the 
first-floor of a unicorn "breaking 
through barriers" -- is the notion that 
both masculine and feminine qualities 
are not mutually exclusive but inc-
lusive. The unicorn, like the bar, blends 
male and female in a harmonious (that 
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continued from page 11 
is, "mixed") fashion. Says Ridley: "I 
want this place to be like a livingroom 
in someone's home where everyone's 
comfortable -- no games, no attitude, 
none of that." 
But there are "games" aplenty at 
The Unicom, located at 57 Center 
Street Sunday night themes alternate 
between Mystery Theatre, Hollywood 
Squares, and Sing-A-Longs -- games 
that involve both staff and guests and · 
usually begin at 7:30. :rile Monday 
night dart tournament starts at 8:00 and 
offers a $50 cash prize to the winner(s); 
Tuesday's pool tournament also offers 
$50, plus non-stop Happy Hours; 
Wednesday's talent show, "Star Hunt 
with Myrna Moo-Moo," which kicks 
off at ten, offers the same cash prize. 
"White Night" is reserved for Thursday 
when guest bartender Lisa Vaccaro 
serves white well drinks at reduced 
prices while D.J. Chris Kelley plays 
top-forty oldies. The Week-end opens 
Friday with a VERY Happy Hour 
between ,nine and ten and features Ken 
Currier, who was named· "Portland's 
Best DJ." in Blackstone's 1990 
Comedy Club Awards. Saturday's 
itinerary starts with a $5 self-defense 
course conducted by Thom Johnson at 
5:30 and finishes (as with Friday) with 
. breakfast served between one and 3:30. 
AND: Sunday Brunch runs between one 
and four. 
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Like many other gay bars and clubs 
in Maine, The Unicom actively donates 
to the AIDS Project, supplying hund-
reds of dollars worth of food and nec-
essities. Such performers as Pamela 
Stanley, Billy Dare and The Pumps, 
· Tony Rose, and David Burrill have been 
asked and have tentatively indicated their 
interest.in participating in an AIDS 
benefit this spring at which tee-shirts 
bearing their signatures will be sold to 
raise money for people suffering from 
this disease. Forecast for late spring is 
Kurt Ridley's "Arts in Bloom," a 
project for which he wants to bring 
together gay artists "from all over" --
p I R 
painters, sculptors, clothes designers, 
cakemakers, etc. -- who are willing to 
donate some of their work for an 
auction, the proceeds of which will be 
distributed among needy AIDS groups 
in Maine. 
*** 
Unlike many gay entertainment enter-
prises across the United States, espec-
ially in urban areas, all the clubs and 
bars high-lighted here are gay (and, in at 
least once case, bi)-owned and operated. 
Most of them are mixed, but some are 
by chance predominantly male. There 
are no exclusively lesbian clubs pres-
ently operating in Maine. Entre Nous 
was the last one. This scenario could 
perhaps be seen as anomalous, as some 
of Maine's foremost Gay leaders are 
lesbian. Hmm. 
All these establishments comprise 
what was earlier referred to, banally, as 
the "bar scene." But the numerous phil-
anthropic benefits, varying activities, 
and the emphasis to promote a fun, 
strong community point out much, 
much more than this trite little cliche is 
able to express. These places are not 
THE gay community, of course, but 
they are an important part of it. You 
may personally not be "into" them, but, 
face it, they are "into" you. That's a 
nice feeling. That's community. 
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December 6-
January 31 
THE LESBIAN AND GAY COMMUNITY 
SERVICES CENTER NATIONAL MUSEUM OF 
LESBIAN AND GAY HISTORY is proud to an-
nounce a forthcoming exhibition entitled IMAGES 
FROM THE FRONT: Photography Challenging 
AIDS. This exhibition of photographs and works 
of related media seeks to explore the scourge of 
AIDS refracted through the lens of the photo-
graphic artist. 
This exhibition, juried by· artists/activists 
Morgan Gwenwald, Mark Johnson, Tracey Litt, 
Robert Vasquez, and Phil Zwickler presents 
works by Henry Baker, Donna Binder, Clark · 
Jones, John Lesnick, Gabriel Martinez, Tom 
McGovern, Tom McKitterick, Y. Nagasaki, Ellen 
B. Nepris, Arne Svenson, Michael Transue, C.T. 
Wemple, Brian Wintermote/Ray F. Patient, and 
Joe Ziolkowski. 
Showcasing a wide array of photographic 
styles and artistic points of view, the exhibition 
includes works of photojournalism, portraiture, 
abstract imagery and mixed media. Anger, 
confrontation, desperation, compassion, hope , 
loss, love: These experiences and much more 
are eloquently evoked through the work of these 
artists. Although we do not pretend to present 
the answers about AIDS , we hope that through 
this small effort we can contribute to the dia-
logue, and participate in one day bringing an end· 
to the nightmare. 
For more information , contact THE 
LESBIAN AND GAY C€>MMUNITY 
SERVICES CENTER at (212) 620-
7310. 
January 7 
Railroad Square Cinema and the Square Cafe 
continue their International Food and Film Festi-
val with an African dinner and the film "Yaaba". 
Admission is through subscription only!! Call 
873-6526 for more information. 
January 24 
Breakfast of Champions! Maine Women's 
Lobby Legislative Alert on Reproductive-Rights. 
Breakfast at the Holiday Inn by the Bay at 
7:30am, rain or shine. Come hear about the 
Maine Right to Life Committee's legislative 
agenda and what you can do about it. Proceed 
to benefit the reproductive rights fight in the 
legislature. More information/reservations, call 
622-0851. 
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February 5 
Railroad Square Cinema and the Square Cafe 
conclude their International Food and Film Fes-
tival with a dinner of regional Chinese food and 
the film "A Chinese Ghost Story". Admission is 
through subscription only!! Call 873-6526 for 
more information. 
February 18 
Benefit for Northeast Women's Musical 
Retreat at Indigo from 4-8pm. If you are in-
terested in performing at this event, please 
contact Cyndie Barone at (617) 783-0212. 
Specifically seeking women magicians, dance 
groups, beat style poets and women of color 
(although would appreciate participation by 
any women performers). For additional infor-
mation on NEWMR, write to NEWMR, Box 
217, New Haven, CT 06513. 
April 5-7 
A "Galya Weekend"forwomen of all ages will 
be held in New York City. For information on 
housing and transportation·, write or call: SAGE, 
208 West 13th Street, NYC 10011 (212)741-
2247. 
May 1991 
Yes! It's true! The Maine Gay and Lesbian 
Film Festival lives! We are beginning to organize 
for the May 1991 Festival and would love some 
help. Please bring yourself and/or a friend,to our 
next open meeting. For m·ore information, call 
828-4714. 
SHORELINE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEAL TH 
SERVICES presents a new weekly therapy group 
for gay and lesbian persons age 21 and over. 
Group issues may include exploring one's gay or 
lesbian identity with self, family, and community; 
dealing with internal and external homophobia; 
exploring relationship issues, religious issues, 
career issues, and other issues of concern to 
group members. The group will meet in the Bath 
office (100 High Street) for 15weekly 11/2 hour 
sessions beginning in the Fall of 1990. Interested 
persons should contact Jim Talbot or Karen 
Ludwig at Shoreline for more information. Phone 
(207) 729-4171 or 1-800-834-4673. 
EMERGENCE INTERNATIONAL 
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS SUPPORTING 
LESBIANS AND GAY ME~ 
Emerge!, a healing journal of EMERGENCE 
International, Christian Scientists supporting 
lesbian:. and gay men. For subscriptions and 
infurmaiion write P.O. Box 581 , Kentfield, CA 
94914, or call (415) 485-1881. 
,------------ ------ ------. 
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Legal Counsd ! 
P.O.B. 331 Mt. Ephraim Road 
Searsport, Maine 04974 
207 548-6689 \ 
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New Publication Outlines Increased Protections ForPWA's 
To educate people with AIDS about 
their rights and responsibilities under the 
· new Americans with Disabilities Act, the 
American Civil Liberties Union's national 
AIDS Project, along with the AIDS Action 
Council and the American Foundation for 
AIDS Research, have established a new 
education p!"oject and issued a new publi-
cation: "The Americans With Disabilities 
Act: What It Means For People Living 
With AIDS." 
The new publication outlines the provi-
sions of the ADA and how they can be used 
by people living with AIDS. It provides 
answers in 19 areas, ranging from basic 
definitions of the ADA and the term "dis-
abled" to questions about discrimination 
against people with HiV disease or AIDS. 
"Passage __ of the Americans with Dis-
ability Act was significant, but at this point 
the protections the law offers are just a 
promise," said William B. Rubenstein, the 
Director of the national AIDS Project of 
the American Civil Liberties Union. "Our 
ADA Education Project and our new pub-
lication are steps aimed at making the law's 
protections work for PW As." 
The ADA · Education Project is also 
developing more comprehensive materials 
r.-----::7 
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on the legislation. In addition, the Project is 
creating an "in service" training program, 
which will be conducted by staff from the 
three sponsoring organizations for inter-
ested organizations and corporations 
throughout the United States. 
'The success of this legislation is going 
to depend largely on how it is viewed and 
adopted by corporate America," said Math- · 
ilde Krim, the Co-Chair of the American 
Foundation for AIDS Research. "We think 
the in-service training program will go a 
long way in insuring that persons with 
AIDS and HIV disease will be protected to 
the fullest extent possible under the new 
law." 
Signed into law in July 1990, the ADA 
is the most important, and perhaps the most 
complex, piece of civil rights legislation 
passed in this country in the past 25 years'. 
It exends federal protection against dis-
crimination for persons with disabilities in 
the private workplace and in places of 
public accommodation. As discussed in 
the new publication, the ADA provides 
uniform, forceful, enforceable federal 
protections to persons with disablilities, • 
including persons with AIDS and HIV 
infection. , 
"We are confident that persons with 
AIDS and HIV disease will find this publi-
cation a useful guide to understanding their 
rights under the ADA," said Danie!Bross, 
executive director of the AIDS Action 
Council. "Our pamplet helps bring to life 
this important new legislation and will help 
the AIDS community educate itself about 
the new rights this law gives." 
Rubenstein of the ACLU AIDS Project 
urged persons and organizations interested 
in this new law to contact the ADA Educa-
tion Project at the national offices of the 
ACLU at 132 West43rd Street, New York, 
NY; 10036. 
"The ACLU was instrumental in get-
ting this law passed in Washington," Ruben-
stein said. "We are now equally deter- · 
mined to insure that the new law is en-
forced and its protections widely used by 
peFsons with AIDS or HIV disease." 
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W lldcrafted and organically grown herbal remedies. Herbwalka, 
slldeahows, workahopa and Flower Essence Cormdtatlons. 
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Lesbian Survivor's Sh~u·ing. A ten-
week co-facilitated support and counsel 
group for Lesbian survivors of child-
hood sexual abuse/incest who are 
interested in learning, healing and 
growing in a · safe, confidential, 
collective atmosphere. During group 
participation various exercises and 
activities will be used while exploring 
our experiences as survivors. Topics 
covered will include: developing trust 
a.i:J.d support networks, confronting 
homophobic myths, identifying and 
improving our boundaries, dissolving 
secrecy "in" or "out", enriching intimacy 
and our personal relationships, and 
identifying our strengths as survivors, 
as lesbians, and as commurlity. 
Suggested fee per session is . $35, 
however a sliding scale fee is available 
upon request. Group meeting::; will be 
held ir. Portland during evening hours 
at Womenspace Counseling Center. 
For more information or registration 
call Vivian Wadas, MA, at 871-0377. 
Lesbian Codependency Group now 
accepti_ng new members. Contact: Lucy C. 
Chudzik, LSAC, lntown Counseling Center, 
477 Congress Street, Suite 410, Portland, 
ME 04101 . (207) 761-9096. (FCPX) 
Celebrate Our Culture! Shop the lesbian/ 
gay marketplace. For a free catalog, write "Q", 
3624 NE Ainsworth St. , Portland, OR 97211. 
(P2) 
ORAL HISTORY! Anti-gay violence report documents 
how homophobia hurts. George Bush signs the Hate 
Crimes Stats Act protecting gays and lesbians. Audio 
cassettes. pix available. Send $2.00 for catalog (ap-
pl ied to order) to John.Zeh. 1455 Chapin St. NW, 
Washington, DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX). 
Gay/Lesbian Radio. Send $1 .00 & SASE for updated 
list of programs for and about us to John Zeh, 1455 
Chapin St. NW, Washington DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX). 
HELP ADOLESCENTS achieve responsive, fair school-
ing. New reports reveal ways gay and lesbian teens can 
be treated better by peers and adults at school. Send 
$5.00 to John Zeh, 1455 Chapin St. NW, Washington, 
DC 20009-4510. (C14PXX) . 
Would you like help in mapping your future 
or unfolding your spiritual gifts? This eclectic 
psychic is experienced in traditional extrasen-
sory phenomena. If your life is a mess honey, 
make an appointment at 990-3043. Put a little 
magick in your life. (P1) 
Tarot Card Reading by Elaine . Bring in this ad and 
receive $5.00 off any reading . Bring five friends and 
receive an additional $5.00 off. Advises wisely on all 
problems of life. Group discounts. Let the STARS 
guide you through . 34 Center Street, Auburn, Maine 
(207) 783-2723. 
DROP ME A LINE ... 144 High St., Portland, 
773-5547. Official outlet for National Coming 
Out Day T-Shirts. Sizes M, L, X-L. $16.00 
16 • APARTMENT TO SHARE 
'OR RENT 
Roommate sought · Gay man seeks re-
sponsible non-smoking roommate to share 
sunny spacious 6 rm apt off Brighton Ave. 
Washer/dryer, off-street parking. 175/month 
plus 1/2 utilities. Call 761 -4426, Must like 
dogs.(P2) 
EASY COMMlJTE TO AUGUSTA OR 
WATERVIUE.Quiet country setting. First floor, 
2 bedroom apartment. $350./mo. plus utilities. 
Security deposit. Pets negotiable. Call 923-
3829 after 5:00 p.m. 
6 sunny rooms in gay-owned and occupied 
house, 'rjght in town , walk to everything. 4 rms 
carpeted, heat provided, 600/mo, manager on 
premises, P .0 . Box 3365 Portland 04104. Come 
play in our yard. available now. (P1 ). 
Looking for woman to share my apartment, 
must like cats ; quiet person, no wild parties, age 
30-40 preferred, 162/mo. & 1 month's security, 
1/2 electric, washer/dryer in basement (co-oper-
ated) INTERESTED? Call Beth in Bangor 947-
2535, No Alcohol! No Drugs! (P1 ). 
Wanted: professional male to share new mobile 
home, financially responsible, rion-smoker, neat. 
60/wk includes room/private bath, kitchen prvlgs, 
utilities except phone. 345-381 o after 5pm. 
Lesbian seeks housemate to share country 
home 1 /2 hour to both Portland and Lew-Aub. , 
garage. Must like animals . No chemicals.$350 
includes utilities. 998-2929 
GF, non-smoking only, needed to share 3 
bdrm apt; spacious, newly renovated, washer/ 
dryer facilities, finished basement, porch , ample 
storage, parking, private beach access, near Ft._ 
Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth, 1 0 minutes to 
downtown Portland, public transportation avail-
able. 250/mo, includes utilities: Call 799-4734. 
Professional individuals sought to share large 
4 bdrm house in Auburn (near exit 12-20 
minutes to Portland) ; non-smokers : no oets : 
$200 + 1/3 utilities ; pleasecall 783-0099, 8-11 pm. 
Influence your environment; be the first at 106 
Pine Street. Spacious sunny rooms available in a 
newly renovated Victorian house on Portland's West 
End. $275-325/mo. Includes utilities, 775-1892. 
Also seeking Resident Manager. (FBCD) 
Female professional looking for female room-
mate, 30+, to share charming three bedroom 
house on Portland's West End. Must be neat 
and responsible. Non-smoker. Cat or dog 
okay. W/D hookup. $375/mo. plus utilities. 
Call 774-722.4. 
Are you a lesbian looking for a place to call 
home? Are you financially secure, non-smoking, 
and environmentally aware? -I 'm looking for 2 
lesbians to share a 3-bedroom duplex in the 
Deering area of Portland. This modern, sunny 
apartment has w/w carpeting, 1 1/2 baths, nice 
yard, and storage space. Rent: $213 and $238 
plus 1 /3 utilities. Available February 1. If inter- . 
ested, please call (207) 761-4061 any time. 
Man and wife seek GF to re:nt roam November 
to May. Friendship for wife; neat, slim GF who 
can and would rel c1te their interests. Augusta 
area, $55 per wk-can be arranged. Write to 
Advertiser #701 c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744 
D (207) 442 -7061 
l /\ MHS , l!=-========== GLORIA S. KRELLMA N 
MAIN E HOME SEARCH, INC. 
14 
BUYING?SELLING?DREAMING? 
Person to Person Real Estate Visits to Your 
Home Anywhere in Maine to Discuss 
Your Real Estate Needs. 
GM looking for roommate{s) and/or place 
to rent in and around the Bangor/Orono· area 
starting in January. I am quiet and reliable. Call 
(207)834-3503. (P1) . 
GWM LOOKING FOR RESPONSIBLEM ORF 
to share lovely, large country home. Newly 
painted, hardwood floors, lots of space. 18 
miles north of Lewiston/Augusta, 30 minutes 
to Augusta. $300./month plus 1/2 utilities. I 
am a liberal, independent non-smoker with 
demanding job to keep me busy. Call 207-
897-6842evenings. 
20 • FEMALE PERSONALS 
Do you ski? GWF (in a relationship) needs 
a downhill ski "buddy". I am available some 
weekdays and weekend days. Prefer Shawnee 
Peak area. Call 8-1 0pm or early am 646-
7787 .(P3) 
GWF late 30's, non-smoker, looking for 
over 30's woman who is articulate, funny, and 
grounded to enjoy culture and times. I am 
witty, artistic and a bit skeptical. If you like the 
New York Times and kokoscka, write to Ad-
vertiser #903, c/o Our Paper, Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104.(P1) 
GF 27, looking for financially respon-
sible female to share new townhouse in Gray, 
1/2 mile from turnpike exit 11. 2bdrm, { 1/2 
bath , semi-furnished, full basement and more. 
300/month plus 1/2 utilities. No pets. Call 
Cathy at 657-4058 after 6pm or at 854-0153 
before 5:30pm. Available immediately.(P2) 
LF 29, sensitive, warm, insightful, lvng 
nr Farmington enjoys films, poetry, ethnic 
foods, social situations, dancing, meaningful 
conversations. Seeks honest, emotionally 
stable, compassionate, spirited, mature(30-1 . 
50) , complex, monogamous woman. No drug 
users or heavy smokers. Phone numbers 
appreciated. Write to Advertiser #904, c/o Our· 
Paper, Box 10744:.. Portland,_.~E 04104.(P2) 
GWF, 34, attractive, outgoing, professional, 
honest, cuddly, with a good sense of humor. 
Equally comfortable with outside activites ( cross-
country skiing, hiking, riding) or the theater and 
dinner. Likes children and pets if they're well-
mannered. Social drinker, no smoking or drugs. 
Able to give and receive. Seeks someone with 
similar qualities and interests for a relationship. 
Write to advertiser #801, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. (Pl) 
GWF 40 - artist, prized possession - my 
new grandson. Brutally honest, sincere and 
incredibly romantic . Love music, dancing, 
dining out, cooking, plays, sunsets, holding 
hands, walking in the rain , apple pie, and Cape 
Cod. Looking for honest and sincere relation-
ship, fidelity and someone to share my dreams, 
my hopes, my ambitions, and my life with . 
Light drinker, absolutely no drugs, and would 
prefer non-smoker or light smoker. Write to 
Advertiser #901, c/o Our Paper, Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104.(P1) 
30's GWF NON-SMOKER, LOOKING FOR 
FEM. LADY over 30 to become friends and 
possibly date and do things together. I'm 
educated, attractive, and caring. Not into head 
games. Please give phone and address. Write 
to Advertiser #779, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
10744, Portland, Maine 14104. (C20PO1) 
~ster Inq 
. ~ 1.of Dexter, Maine 
. ...... ' 
37 Zions Hill 
·· Dexter, ME 04930 
207-924-3130 
,C::::,,ca, -=::, ,=> ._, ~ ---
Roberta A. Casweli :::,, 
Mary Ellen Beal ~ $ 
-=:, , 
22 - MALE PERSONALS 
Action-Hot, Hung, Horny, Hungry, 
Hunky Canadian guys (nude photos) . 
Postermaker, videos, sex stuff . $1 .00., for,. , 
sample and prices. Write PO Box 1130, Stn. 
H, Mtl. Que. H3G 2NI. 
GWM Dungeonmaster Late 40's sane, 
serious, experienced, into medium to heavy SM/ 
BD training sessions seeks younger trim mascu-
line GM for hot times. Roger, PO Box 1169, 
Sanford, ME 04073 (serious only). (P3) 
. Portland area GWM, young 50's, seeks 
dominant males, any age, for good times. Live 
your fantasies. Train novice thrall in light BD, 
BS, personal service, etc. You must be hon-
est, healthy, discreet. Write to Advertiser #902 
c/o Our Paper, Box 10744, Portland, ME 
04104.(P1) 
GWM-BWM Stiff neck? Tired Muscles? Need 
to relax? Try a full or partial body massage. If 
interested please call 375-4622. 
LEWISTON, GWM, 22, flCY',· 165, smart, 
handsome, straight-looking, in the closet, non-
smoker-drinker. Loves music, art, outdoors, 
sports. Where are all the young "real" men? 
Yes, we may be gay4>ut we are still men-so 
act like o·ne. Handsome, in the closet, real 
men ages 18-251ooking for friendship, more 
send letter and photo to Advertiser #801A, c/o 
OUR PAPER, PO Box 10744, Portland, ME 
14104. 
YOUNG PROFESSIONALGWM FROM AWAY 
seeks humorous, discreet, sincere, educated 
and down-to-earthlkiing partners in their 20's. 
Not promiscuous; friends first! Write to 
Advertiser #802A, c/o OUR PAPER, PO Box 
10744, Portland, ME 14104. 
40t'. year old GWM with family looking for younger 
companion (18-28 GWM) to share some time anti 
experiences. I enjoy hiking, camping, canoeing, and 
skating. Also into rock music, computers, and 
electronics. To reply, send letter and picture to 
Advertiser #602 c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, 
Portland, ME 04104 (P1) 
Bi male seeks TVs & crossdressers . Can be 
dominant or submissive. Travel most of state. 
PO Box 8271, Bangor 04401 . 
* 'We at 'B,:iarwyrufe * 
would {ikf, to tfiank 
a{[ of you -our community-
. · wfw came in to 
see us this year. 
xoxoxo 
!Jvfaureen and rJen-g 
Briarwynde 
Your Environmental Partner 
Specializing in Typesetting 
and Printing on 
Recycled Paper and 
Soy Based Ink 
101 Congress St., Portland 
(207) 773-8251 
* FAX (207) 774-0775 * 
24-WANTEp 
WANTED: Used cassettes, 45's and CD's-Any type 
of rock music Cash paid for good quality music. Call 
John or Fay at (207) 772-1442. (C14P) 
25 - VIDEOS/FILMS 
Videoport Portland's Largest Selection of Videos. 
151 middle Street, Lower Lobby, Portland , Maine 
04101. open 7 days a week. (207) 773-1999. 
26 - FLORISTS 
•. 
D.S. LilletFancy Flowers, 468 Fore Street, Portland, 
Maine (207) 772-3881 . (C19PXX) . 
Avena Botanicals, P.O. Box 365, West Rockport, 
Maine 04864. (207) 594-0694. Send $1.50 for 
catalog , Wildcrafted and organically grown herbal 
remedies Herbwalks, slide shows, workshops and 
Flower Essence Consultations. Deb Soule, Herbal-
ist. (C19PXX) 
28 - RESTAURANTS/FOOD 
Bread & Roses Bakery Inc. 28A Main Street, Ogun-
quit (down the driveway behind the candy shop) 
(207) 646-4227. Specializing in quality baked goods, 
birthday cakes , fine pastries , European tortes, and 
fresh brewed coffee. Specialty breads baked daily. 
Open 7 AM in the summer daily, closed January & 
February. 
Cafe Always Open 6 nights a week. Hours: 5-
Closing. Reservations Accepted. 47 Middle Street, 
Portland, Main~(207) 774-9399. 
Woodlords Cafe 129 Spring Street, Portland , Maine 
04101 . (207) 772-1374. 
The Square Cal!) in !.he lobby qi _Railroad Squ_are 
Cinema. Next to Burg'er King, 13 Railroad Square 
Waterville. 873-5900. Tues - Sun 11 am - 10 pm. ' 
30 • HOTELS/INNS/VACATION RENTALS 
Brewster inn of Dexter Maine 37 Zions Hill, Dexter 
Maine 04930. (207) 924-3130. Bed and Breakfast. 
Gay Country Inn Charming 19 room Inn on 100 
scenic mountain acres. Heated pool, hot tub , hiking/ 
skiing trails, yummy breakfasts, peace and privacy. 
SUBSCRIBE! 
Twelve issues 'for twelve dollars. 
You can receive OUR PAPER every month by mail. 
Our distribution elves will whisk your. copy off to you 
in a plain envelope. 
Subscribe ... and help keep OUR PAPER strong. 
Name ____________ _ 
Address ____________ _ 
Town-~"'--------------
Sta1e/Z1p ____________ _ 
Send $12 for 12 issues 
$20 for 24 issues 
$25 tor 36 issues 
To OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland , Maine 04104 
insert logo here 
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Highland Inn Box 118 OP, Bethlehem NH, 03574 
(603) 869-3978. Grace and Judi, Innkeepers. 
Rose Acre P.O. Box 1437, 5 Center Street, Provin-
cetown, MA 02657. (508) 487-2347. Rentals of 
Cottages, Apartments and Guest Rooms. 
32 - BOOKSTORES 
Glad Day Bookshop Lesbian and Gay Literature, 673 
Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116. (617) 267-
3010. Across from the Boston Public Library, 2nd 
Floor. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 AM -11 :00 PM. Sun-
days: Noon-9 PM. • 
New Words a woman's bookstore, 186 Hampshire 
St., Cambridge MA 02139. (617) 876-5310. Open 
10-6 Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. 
10-9 Thursday, and 12-6 on Sunday. Large selec-
tion of books, journals, cards, CD's. Community 
bulletin boards newsletter available on ·request. Mail 
order services. All welcome to browse. 
Beginnfogs Etc. -A Specialty Bookstore.Self-Help , 
Recovery, Health , books, cards, tapes, gifts for & 
about you. Program literature on all issues by order. 
Special orders prepaid. Open Monday thru-Friday 
10 AM-6 PM. Saturday, 10 AM-5 PM. Safe Atmos-
phere. Stop by the kettle is on . 47 .Maine Street, 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 . (C95PXX). 
34 • NEWS AND INFORMATION 
Bone UP on news stories covered by veteran re-
porter John Zeh . Audio cassettes of important news/ 
cultural events raise consciousness while commut-
ing , doing chores, or relaxing . Hear Barney Frank, 
Simon Nkoli, Louis Sheldon William Dannemeyer et 
al. For catalog , send $2.00 (applied to fist order) to 
John Zeh , 1455 Chapin St. NW, Washington , DC 
·20009-4510 
36 - HAIR STYLISTS 
Carl's Place Hair Styles for Women and Men. 69 
Arsenel Street, Augusta, Maine 04330-0000. (207) 
623-5131 . Monday thru Friday 9-5. Evenings by 
appointment. 
38 -· REAL ESTATE 
Maine Home Search Inc., Gloria S. Krellman . Buy-
ing? Selling? Dreaming? Person to Person Real 
Estate Visits to Your Home Anywhere in Maine to 
Discuss your Real Estate Needs. (207) 442-7061. 
40- MASSAGE 
Massage Therapist. Enrich your life through the 
benefits of massage. Nourish yourself by improving 
circulation , detoxification and relaxing your body/ 
mind: Sliding scale. Call Pam Richards, C.M.T. , 
(207) 883-0315. Portland area. 
Therapeutic Massage by Cheryl. American Mas-
sage Therapy Association certified. Increase relaxa--
tion and reduce stress. For appointment call (207) 
782-8539. 
Charl_ene Telenar, certified Massage Therapist. By 
Appom_tment. (207) 775-1160 or (207) 854-3943. 
(C23PXX) . 
Therapeutic Massage. Ease tension and re-
lieve stress through the benefits of massage. 
Nourish your health and well being. Gift certifi-
cates available . Pam Richards C.M.T. (207) 
775-6636. 
p A R 
Dr. Karen Danko Holistic Chiropractor & Naturopath. 
Acute, Chronic and wellness care. Adult and Chil-
dren. 475 Stephens Street, Portland, Maine 04103. 
(207) 775-6598. 
Polarity Therapy, Willow Femmechild , R.N . . 
Bodywork to balance life energies for healing and 
well-being. Portland, Maine (207) 87 4-2932. 
Therapeutic massage. Reduce body/ 
mind stress. Nurture your whole well-being. 
Pam Richards, GMT, (207)775-6636.(P1) 
42 - SUPPORT GROUPS 
"A Common Bond" (Gay and Lesbian [ex-] Jehovas' 
Witnesses), P.O. Box 405, Ellwood City, PA 16117-
0405. (412) 758-0704. Mutual support group formed 
for gay and lesbian Jehova's Witnesses who have 
been excommunicated because of their sexuality. 
Lesbian Counseling Group - A weekly counseling 
group for women who wish to explore themselves 
more fully. Group will begin Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 
5:30 pm, at 232 St. John St. Portland. Cost is $70/ 
month . The group will be co-led by Lisa •Bussey, 
M.A. CEDT and Rachel Sager, M.A. RSAC. For more 
information, please call 775-7927 and leave mes-
sage. Confidentially respected . (FBCPX) 
Bellville Counseling Associates of Maine announc-
ing groups with openings for Gay men dealing with 
co-dependency, ACOA, sexual abuse and addiction 
issues; Men and women dealing with sex and love 
addiction issues. 8 Stanwood Street, P.O. Box 186, 
Brunswick, Maine 04011-0186. (207) 729-8727. 
Towards a more positive Gay identity -- a support 
group for men dealing with issues of coming out 
relationships; personal . growth; and mutual 
support. Monday mornings from 10:30-12:00, 
Wednesday evenings from 5:30-7:00. For more 
information, call 772-1307. 
44 - CL.UBS/BARS 
Chip & Dales Pine Tree Square Mall , Maine Street, 
Waterville, Maine (207) 873-5610. Open Weds, 
Thurs, and Sun . form 8-12. Fri and Sat8-1 (Formally 
the Uptown Lounge) . 
Papa Joe's 80 Water Street, Augusta, Maine. Tues-
oay-Saturday 7-1 (207) 623-4041. 
THE RIVERFRONT, 193 Broad Street, Bangor, ME 
04401. (207) 947-1213. Wednesday-Sunday 7:00 
p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. 
Sportsman's Athletic Club, 2 Bates Street, Lewis-
ton , Maine 04240. 2nd Floor Balcony Bar and Dance 
Floor. (207) 2251 . 
48- CPA 
Robert Lightfoot, CPA (207) 797-0466. 
66 - COUNSELING 
Paulette Massari, MSW ACSW Specializing in 
Adult Children of Alcoholics Issues. Training , Con-
sultation , Employee Assistance. Office hours by 
Appointment. Alcohol and Drug Prevention Serv-
ices. 7 Red Coat Lane, Sanford Maine. (207) 490-
1295, and the Kittery-Business Center, Route 236, 
Kittery, Maine (207) 439-5540. 
Karen J. Ludwig ,.M.DIVFeminist Pastoral Counsel-
ing and Therapy. 39 Baribeau Drive, Brunswick, 
Maine (207) 725-5399. 
Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.lP.rofessional Coun-
seling Individual and Group Therapy, 232 St. John 
Street. Suite 220, Portland, Maine 041.02. (207) 
775-7927. 
Miles D. Freiden Legal Counsel, P.O. Box 331 , Mt. 
Ephraim Road, Searsport, Maine 04974. (207) 548-
6689. . 
Victoria Zavasnik, Ph.D. Licensed Substance Abuse 
Counselor. Back Cove Counseling Center, 527 Ocean 
Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103. (207) 775-6598. 
(C23PXX). 
" The Feminist Health Care of Portsmouth provided 
counseling and information for individual interested 
in HIV antibody testing. Services are provided on a 
walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30, or by appoint-
ment on Tuesday afternoons. Peer counselors are 
available. Counseling and testing services are client-
sensitive and ANONYMOUS. $15 FEE . 559 
Portsmouth Ave. Greenland, New Hampshire (603) 
436-7588. 
HIV Antibody Counseling and Testing. Voluntary-
Anonymous-Low Cost. The AIDS Project offers 
trained counselors to answer your questions and 
address concerns about possible infection with 
Human lmmunnodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To sched-
ule a counseling session call (207) 774-6877 daily 
from 9:00 to Noon, and 1 :00 to 5:00 PM. Monday 
and Wednesday Evenings between 6:00-9:00 PM. 
Saturday 1000-1 :00 PM. NOTE: Counseling & 
Testing is done by appointment only. 
Doug Kimmel, Ph.D. , licensed psychologist. 
Lesbian and gay male affirmative therapy. Hours 
by appointment, (207) 422-3686. Offices in 
Hancock and Ellsworth . 
Telephone -counseling possible. 
Medicaid and most insurance accepted. (P2) . 
Frederick 8. Wolf, M.DIV., S.T.DPastoral Coun-
selor, 477 Congress Street, Suite 1003. Portland , 
Maine 04101 . (207) 772-1307. 
Judith Lippa MSW Licensed Clinical Social worker, 
for Counseling and Psychotherapy. Individuals, 
Couples, Families Groups. 142 High Street Suite 
423, Portland, Maine 04101 . (207) 773-1235. 
"Countryside Counseling Service." 
Personalized counseling by a licensed clinical 
social worker. Individuals, couples, and groups. 
Insurance reimbursable. Evening and week-
end appointments. Fairfield, _Maine. (207)453-
4403. 
FREE 
SUBSCRIPTION! 
w-
Receive a :=REE year's subscription by providing us 
wrth any of the rtems below: 
a potential distribution srte tha~OUR PAPER can 
be distributed to each month: 
a potential Gay / Lesbian friendly advertiser: 
a contact and telephone number to our new 
Readers Response Line. Wrth this Reader 
Response Line we may contact you tc respond 
to such topics as safer sex, polrtics, gender 
issues, discrimination, gay bashing, outing, or 
what you did for your summer vacation. This will 
be kept strictly confidential : or 
a contact of a potential 3ay or Lesbian wrrter. 
Remember, all we need are contact names and 
addresses. Fill out the Subscription Form in this issue 
and provide us with your telephone number. Contact . 
will not be valid unless we speak to you in person. 
Help us help you. 
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BELLVILLE 
·couNSELING 
ASSOCIATES 
OF MAINE 
Therapy Group for Gay Men Dealing 
with Addiction Recovery, ACOA 
and Intimacy/Relationship Issues. 
Led by David Bellville, PhD, LSAC · 
For further information call : 729-8727 
0 · U R p -A p ( R 
Ju.dith ~ippa, MSW 
Lie. Clinical Social Worker 
Counseling 
& . 
Psychotherapy_ 
• Individuals 
• Couples 
FREDERICK B. WoLF. M. Div .. S.T.D. 
PASTORAL COUNSELLOR 
4 77 CQNGRESS STREET 
SUITE 1003 
PORTLAND, MAINE-04401 
,_ 
. (207)<77"2~U07 
8 Sranwood Sr .. · P. 0. Box 186, Brunswick. ME 04011-0186 
• Families 
·• Groups 
Doug Kimmel, Ph.D. 
LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST 
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT • (207) 422-3686 ' 
OFfJCES 
U.S. 1 at Hancock Comer 
Hancock, Maine CORRESPONDENCE 
P.O. Box3 
Hancock, ME 04640 
FAX: (207) 422-9122 
306 Main Street 
Ellsworth, Maine. 
Norma Kraus Eule, MSW, LCSW 
LlcenNCI .Cllnlcal Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
lndlvldual & Group 
10 Minot Avenue 
Aubum, Maine 0421 O 
. . . ANONYMOUS 
The Feminist Health Center 
784-8747 
provides counseling and information for indi-
viduals interested in HIV antibody testing. 
Services are provided: 
• on _a walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30 
• by appointment Tuesday afternoons 
• Peer counselors available 
·our counseling and testing services are client-
sensitive and ANONYMOUS. $20.00 fee. 
(please pay in cash to preserve your anonymity). 
. 559 Portsmouth Ave. 
Greenland, NH 
(603) 436-7588 
We also provide: 
·11 
• Well woman gynecological care 
• abortion Services 
• sexually transmitted disease clinics for 
women _& men. 
Suite 423 
142 High Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 773-1235 
Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Couple Counseling 
Individual and Group Therapy 
(207) 77S-7927 
232 St. John Street. Suite 220, Portland, ME 04102 
WOMEN'S 
9CHOICE 
I heallh & family planning 
resources for women 
Quality, affordable and 
convenient woman-centered 
health care. 
• Open evenings 
• VISA and MasterCard 
(207) 874, 1099 
500 FOREST AVENUE 
PORTLAND, ME04101 
Peggy O'Connor, MA. 
Kim Thompson, M.S. 
Vivian Wadas, MA 871-0377 
757 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04102 
Families 
roOd 
aICohol 
775-6598 
VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D. 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
. abUse 
(207) 363-5052 
Sexu_ality Back Cove Counseling Center 
527 Ocean Avenue 
Portland. Maine 04103 
INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER 
Treatment for: 
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency 
Individuals, Groups and Couples 
Lucy C. Chudzik 
207 -761-9096 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
477 Congress Street• Portland, ME 04101 
KAREN M0LVIG, Psy.D. 
Cli_nical PsY-chologist, Licensed 
CECILIA LELAND, L.C.S. W . 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPY · 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
582-1559 
103 Brunswick Avenue Gar<;iiner, ME 04345 
Speclalh::lng In Adult Children 
Of Akohoilcs Issues 
• Training 
• Consultation 
.• Employee 
Assistance 
Pouiette Mossori, 
M.S.W. , A.C.S.W . 
licensed Svbstonce 
Abuse Counselor 
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
Alcohol a: Drug 
Intervention Servi~ 
Feminist Counselors 7 Red Coot lone 5onford 
490-1295 
Sliding Scale Kinery Bv,ioeu Center Rout• 236, Kinery 
York Harbor, Me Available 
. 439-5540 
/ 
.! 
Bodywork to bolonce life energies 
for heating & well-being 
Willow Femmechild, R.N. 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 874-2932 
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continued from page 3 
if any pinholes of light shine through. If 
a dam has a hole in it, it should be 
replaced. 
Some women complain that dams 
get slippery and are hard to keep in 
place, and that one's hands are 
occupied by holding the dam and are 
not free to touch or stimulate. One 
suggestion is to ask the partner being 
eaten to hold the same in place, 
allowing the munching partner to use 
her hands. Other suggestions are 
fetish- or fashion-oriented. Some 
leather and sex shops sell garter-like 
devices which one can clip a dental 
dam into, holding it in place in a 
woman's crotch. Another suggestion is 
to purchase a cheap pair of crotchless 
panties (a la Frederick's of Hollywood) 
or cut the crotch out of a pair of 
underpants, and sew a dam into the 
absent crotch. (At the National Lesbian 
and Gay Health Conference in Boston 
in July, 1988, AIDS educator Denise 
Ribble displayed a latex rubber bikini 
bottom made in Italy for beachwear. 
Some smart entrepreneurial dyke may 
want to start importing them for the 
Euro-trash slant on safer sex chic!) 
Six inches by six inches-a square 
yard-is really not too big. It would be 
difficult to cover a woman's vulva, 
perineum, and anus all at the same 
time. If one needs a larger area of 
coverage, polyethylene food wrap (Like 
"SararrWrap" or "Handi-Wrap") can be 
substituted. Instead of selling pre-cut 
squares, some 'dental supply companies 
sell the latex barriers as a rolled sheet, 
which allows the user to cut the dam at 
the desired length. 
There · is some · debate about 
whether food wrap provides an 
"adequate" barrier, and whether certain 
types or brands of food wrap are more 
p A p I R 
protective than others. It's probably 
best to assume that no barrier-plastic 
or latex-will be 100 percent effective. 
You've probably noticed that dental 
dams aren't out on Maine's drug store 
shelves along with contraceptives or 
"feminine hygiene" products. So where, 
exactly, can you buy dental dams? 
Well, if you feel hold enough, ask your.1 ; 
dentist for a few. (If you have ;i. 1cr\lsh 
on your dentist or dental hygienist, this 
may be the opportunity you've been 
waiting for!) Many medical and dental 
supply companies carry dental dams, 
which you may have to purchase in 
bulk from the warehouse. The problem 
with "stocking up" on latex dams is that 
dams, like condoms, need to be stored 
away from moisture, light, heat, and 
cold, and even then, latex tends to 
naturally deteriorate as it ages. Six to 
twelve · months is the recommended 
maximum shelf-life for latex condoms, 
and the same probably applies to 
dental dams. . 
Dental dams can also be ordered 
from the Institute for the Advance 
Study of Sexuality ( cost: two for 75 
cents), c/o Exodus Trust, 1523 
Franklin Street, San Francisco, CA 
94109, (415) 928-1133. 
What happens, though, if your last 
dental dam has just split up the middle 
and you are ready to go down on your 
lover? Well, you can run into the 
kitchen and reach for that roll of 
plastic food wrap, or, take that condom 
you were given at the AIDS conference 
you went to last month and cut it open 
up the side and use it flat as a mini-
dam. 
If the idea of using a dental dam 
grosses you out, but you want to have 
oral sex more safely, there are some 
suggestions for making dams more fun, 
sexy, and pleasurable. You can get 
them in various colors or flavors and 
use different dams on different 
occasions. Some women are turned on 
by the texture of latex rubber and the 
dam can be used as a stimulating 
fetish. Using a dam can help women 
focus their attention on the genitals, 
especially the sensitive clitoris. When 
the clit is sucked through a dam, it can 
be extremely arousing for some 
women. Using a dam as a barrier for 
rimming can increase the pleasure for 
people who enjoy oral-anal stimulation 
but may feel squeamish about it. (It 
should be noted that straights and gay 
men can also use dams for protection 
during cunnilingus and rimming.) 
It is fair to say that using a dental 
dam may not be enjoyable for every-
body, so it's important to be open-
minded about various ways to feel 
good when having sex. We all have to 
find ways of love-making that feel safe, 
comfortable, and pleasurable for 
ourselves and our partner(s). If oral 
sex is too risky for you and you ha.te 
dental dams, then experiment with 
other types of love-making. 
Finally, dental dams are not a 
substitute for good hygiene, nor are 
they absolute guarantees of protection 
from STDs. We still have to follow 
healthy guidelines, including open 
communication with sex partners about 
health and safer sex. Using a dental 
dam is only one of many safer sex 
techniques. 
For more information on dental 
dams and safer sex guidelines for 
lesbians, read the article •~sbians; 
AIDS, and Safe Sex," by Emily Kahn 
in the Fall, 1987 issue of 011 Our 
Backs, or call the AIDS-Line at 1-800-
851 AIDS. 
This article is reprinted from the 
February, 1989 issue ojOUR PAPER. 
Thank you for supporting 
OlJR Advertisers. 
Beech Hill Hospital is a non-profit 
in-patient treatment facility for the 
treatment of chemical dependency. 
• Our program recognizes the special needs of the Gay and 
Lesbian patient with emphasis on creating a safe and 
supportive environment 
• Involves family and significant other 
· • Aftercare Planning for ongoing recovery 
For more information call: 
1-800-THE-HILL 
·• MASSAGE THERAPY 
CHERYL ANN LACASSE 
Certified Massage Therapist 
(207) 782- 8539 by Appointment 
Member, American Massage Therapy Association 
****~****~*~~ ii,.· -- A,"l.a.iQ~ t 
* *-y ..t " * ~ * ,. -~ 
* If, 'J \ 1-i( 
* ,~ . 1 ~ 
-!( ~lP, t •:r : .. 
-+c .... ~ .. ! Psychic * Astrology t 
,tc Tarot Card Readin~s -ic 
i( • 
iC Do You Wish To Know?: iC 
1' - What the year will bring you?; it 
it Why your lover acts strange?; , it 
i( Why you are unlucky?; i( 
i( How soon will you make a change?; or .M it What you are best adapted for? :; 
it Let The Stars GUIDE You it ! Through Love & Business ! 
~ ~ it Pl an now for upcoming events. it it Available for special events .M 
and social gatherings. ~ 
it Call for an appointment .ii: 
it 783-2723 it 
• • 
-tr Open Daily 9am - 9pm ~ i' 34 Center Street Auburn, Mai ne * 
****************-Ht-.. 
Therapeutic Massage 854-3943 
Body awareness leading to relaxation 
for women, children, and men 
Gift Certificates Available 
~ 1711 Congress Street 
Charlene Telenar U] 3rd floor, Suite 30S 
~ember AMTA ,~ 0 Portland, Maine 04102 
(207) 797-5277 
OR. KAREN J. DANKO D.C., N.D. 
NaLu·rapath & Wlwliscic Chiropractor 
Adults & Children 
Acute, Chronic & Wellness Care 
Chiropractic 
Natural Health Center 
991 Forest Aven ue, #101 
Portland, ME 04103 
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NOTE TO OUR PAPER READERS: If informa-
tion on this page is incorrect please call or write 
us so we can correct it for next month. 
SUNDAYS 
OUR PAPER organizational meeting on the first 
Sunday of every month at 6:30 PM at 9 Deering 
St. , Portland. (Enter rear door) New volunteers . 
welcome. 
BATESGAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAUSTRAIGHT 
ALLIANCE for discussion, support, and plan-
ning, meets every Sunday, 8:30 PM in Hirasaw-
aLounge, Chase Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. 
MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL ALLIANCE 
meets the third Sunday of every month at All 
Souls Church, 11 King St. , Augusta, from 2 to 5 
PM. 
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD meets the last 
Sunday of the month. Business meeting is at 
1 :00 PM followed by potluck. Call (207) 498-
2088 for information. Caribou area. 
TRANSUPPORT peer support group for Trans-
sexuals, cross-dressers, and their families and 
friends who desire a better understanding of 
gender related issues. Meets bi-monthly at 6:00 
PM. Write to P.O. Box 17622, Portland, Maine 
04011-0000 for more information and meeting 
locations. 
GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK 
meets the second Sunday of the month for a 
Lesbian Potluck Brunch from 11 :30 AM to 2:30 
PM at the Peace and Justice Center, 9 Central 
Street, Room 302, Bangor. Call (207) 862-5907 
or (207) 866-7958 for information. 
DIGNITY/BANGOR (LESBIAN/GAY CATHO-
LICS AND FRIENDS) meets second and fourth 
Sundays of each month at the Chapel, Ruth 
Hutchins Center, Bangor Theological Seminary, 
300 Union Street, Bangor. Doors open at 6:00 
PM, worship at 6:15 PM followed by a business 
social. 
DIGNITY/MAINE (LESBIAN/GAY CATHOLICS 
AND E'RIENDS) meets every Sunday at the First 
Parish Church, 425 Congress Street, Portland. 
Doors open at 5:30 PM, worship at 6:00 PM 
followed by a social. Please use rear entrance. 
LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF 
ALCOHOLICS) meets weekly from 7:00 8:00 
PM at YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland, Maine. 
All women welcome. 
GAV IN SOBRIETY (AA) meets on Sundays 
from 6:30 to 8:00 PM at the Williston West 
Church, 32 Thomas Street, Portland. Speakers 
meeting, Non-smoking. 
MONDAYS 
ACT-UP MAINE meets weekly at 7 PM at the 
People's Building, 155 Brackett St., Portland. 
For more information call (207) 774-5082. 
SEACOAST GAV MEN meets most Mondays at 
7 PM at the Unitarian Univeralist Church, 292 
State St. , Portsmouth, N.H. Call Al at (603) 898-
1115. 
FEMINIST SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY meets 
every Monday from 7:00 - 9:00 PM at the Friends 
and Quakers Meeting House, Forest Ave., Port-
land. For more information call (207) 773-2294. 
PFLAG (PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBI· 
_, ANS AND GA VS) meets the second Monday of 
each month at 7:30 PM at the All Souls Church , 
Unitarian Universalist, 11 King Street, Augusta, 
Maine. For more information call (207) 623-
2349. 
, · BUILDINGAMOREPOSITIVEGAYIDENTITY, 
a support group for gay men, dealing with issues 
of coming out as an ongoing process, self es-
teem, social pressures, relationships and per-
sonal growth. Monday mornings from 10:30 AM 
- NOON, or Tuesday evenings from 5:30 - 7:00 
PM in Portland. To apply, phone (207) 772-1307. 
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THE BRIDGE AT COLBY, Colby College, Wa-
teryille, Maine, 04901. Connecting Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, and Straight communities. Meetings 
held every other Monday night at 7:30 PM in the 
Bridge Room. 24 hour information Phoneline 
(207) 873-3536. For more information write or 
contact Mark at (207) 877-7089, or leave a 
. ,_message on the phoneline. 
DOWNEAST INTEGRITY CHAPTER-IN-FOR-
MATION, meets the second Monday of the month 
at 7:00 PM at St. Saviour's Episcopal Church, 
Bar Harbor. Eucharist, pot luck supper and dis-
cussion. All are welcome. For further information 
write the Rev. Fr. Edwin A. Garrett, 111, Hon. Asst., 
St. Saviour's Episcopal Church, P.O. Box 355 (or 
c/o St. Saviour's Church) BarHarbor, ME 04609, 
or phone 207-288-536?. 
AIDS SUPPORT GROUP meets in Skowhegan 
at the Key Bank on Madison Ave. on the second 
Monday of every month. 
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK support group 
in Ellsworth meets Mondays at 7:00 PM. Led by 
Clinical Social Worker Carole Pascal, the group 
is open to all people affected by AIDS. Call (207) 
326-8580 for location. · 
BELFAST AREA AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for 
PWA's, HIV positive, family , friends and car-
egivers meets on Mondays. For more informa-
tion, call the Waldo County AIDS Coalition at 
(207) 338-1427 or Alan at (207) 548-2929. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA) 
meets for open discussion with a focus on Gay/ 
Lesbian issues from 7:00 - 8:30 PM on Mondays 
at_YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. 
TUESDAYS 
MID-COAST PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF 
LESBIANS AND GAYS (P·FLAG) meets the 
fourth Tuesday of ihe month at 7:30 PM, First 
Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleveland Street, Brun-
swick, ME. Call Sally or Gene at (207) 729-0519 
or Effie at 623-2349. 
OUR PAPER office is open to the public every 
Tuesday from 7:30 - 9:00 PM. New volunteers 
are always welcome. WE NEED HELP! Stop by 
at our office at 9 Deering Street in Portland. Call 
(207) 761 -0733 for more information. 
LESBIAN AND GAY FREEDOM TRAIL BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7:15 PM at the YWCA, 
7th floor, 120 Clarendon Street, Boston. Contact 
Kathy at (617) 424-7025, Gary at (617) 267-
6186, or Zoe at (508) 264-9085 for more informa- ,. 
lion. 
COLLEGE LESBIAN WOMYN'S RAP GROUP 
meets weekly on Tuesdays.from 6:30-8:00 PM, 
92 Bedford Street, Portland (USM Campus). 
Bisexuals welcome. Call (207) 780-4085 for more 
information. 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE B-GLAD, BISEXUAU 
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE FOR DIVERSITY 
meets at 9:00 PM on Tuesday nights in Hubbard 
Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine. For 
more information call Kristin at (207) 725-3620. 
FAMILIES OF GA VS SUPPORT GROUP meets 
second Tuesday of each month from 7:00 - 9:00 
PM in Portland. Meetings are informal and focus 
on family and relationship issues. For more infor-
mation call Ingraham Volunteers at (207) 774-
HELP. 
GREATER PORTLAND NOW meets the fourth 
Tuesday of the month from 7:30 -9:00 PM at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland, Maine. For 
more information call Jennifer Halm-Perzone at 
·(207) 871-0618 or write P.O. Box 4012, Portland, 
Maine 04101. 
GAV IN SOBRIETY (AA) meets weekly on 
Tuesday from 6:00 - 7:00 PM, beginners meet-
ing. Also meets from 7:30 - 8:30 PM on Tuesday, 
Speaker/Discussion meeting. Both meeting at 
the Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Street, 
Portland. 
LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF 
ALCOHOLICS) SUPPORT GROUP meets 
weekly on Tuai.day from 7:00 - 8:30 PM at the 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 2nd floor Annex, 
15 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine. Non-
smoking meeting. All women welcome. 
WEDNESDAYS 
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB meets weekly 
on Wednesdays from 12:00 - 1:00 PM on the 
UNE Campus. Location can be obtained by 
calling 283-0171 and asking for the Student 
Affairs Office. 
COLBY COLLEGE BISEXUAULESBIAN/GA V 
COMMUNITY meets weekly on Wednesdays at 
7:30 PM at Mary Low Coffeehouse, Colby Col-
lege, Waterville, Maine. 
GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK 
meets at 7:30 PM on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
Wednesdays of the month at the Peace and 
Justice Center, 9 Central Street, Room 203, 
Bangor. Call (207) 827-3107 for more informa-
tion. 
AUGUSTA AREA HIV+SUPPORT GROUP· 
meets atthe offices of Dr.Karen Kalustian of the 
Gardiner Family Physician, 152 Dresden Ave. , 
Gardiner. Meetings are held on the 2nd and 4th 
Wednesdays from 6:30 to 8:00 PM. For more 
information call Cecilia Leland at (207) 371 -2147 
or Steve Fleming at (207) 777-1701 . 
GAYS AND LESBIANS UNITED potluck supper 
meets the last Wednesday of each month at the 
Sanford Unitarian Church on the corner of Leba-
non Street (Route 202) and Main Street (Route 
109) in Sanford, Maine. All welcome. Call (207) 
439-5540 or (207) 490-1295 for details. 
COLLEGE GAY MEN'S AND LESBIAN 
WOMYN'S RAP GROUP meets weekly on 
Wednesday at 92 Bedford Street, Portland (USM 
Campus) from 7:00 - 9:00 PM. Bisexuals wel-
come. Call (207) 780-4085 for more information. 
AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for family and friends 
of people with AIDS or HIV+, sponsored by the 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services (MASS), 
meets weekly on Wednesday from 7:00 - 8:30 
PM at Beacon House (Corner of Beacon and 
Washington Streets - North End) Bath. For more 
information call (207) 725-4955. Group will be 
facilitated by Vicki Woods. 
G~.Y AND LESBIAN ACOA meets Wednesday 
nights at 7:00 PM at the St. Matthews Rectory, 
Union Street, Hallowell. 
GAV AND LESBIAN AL-ANON meets Wednes-
day evenings from 7:00 - 8:00 PM at the Williston 
West Church, 32 Thomas Street, Portland. 
THURSDAYS 
OUT AND ABOUT, A LESBIAN SOCIAL AND 
SUPPORT GROUP, meets every Thursday at 7 
PM in Portsmouth , N.H. New members wel-
come. For more information call Keryn at (603) 
7 49-5852, or write P .0 . Box 695, Cape Neddick, 
Maine 03902 
ALLIANCE OF SEACOAST GAY AND LES-
BIAN YOUTH meets Thursday nights from 7:00 
- 9:00 PM at the Universalist Unitarian Church of 
Portsmouth (South Church) , State Street , 
Portsmouth , NH, in the basement. For Gays, 
Lesbians, Bisexuals and those questioning their 
sexuality, ages 16 thru 24. 
ADULT WOMEN SURVIVORS OF RAPE 
SUPPORT GROUP is being offered by the Rape 
Crisis Center in Portland. Group is free and 
confidential and child care is provided.Oct. 4 -
Dec. 16, fron 6:00 - 7:30 PM. Call colleetat (207) 
77 4-3613 for more information and to set up an 
interview. 
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL STUDENTS AND 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS AT THE UNIVER-
SITY OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON meet weekly 
on Thursdays for discussions and socializing. 
The group warmly welcomes· new people. For 
more information write to Marla Stickle: UMF - - ' 
Center for Human Development, 7 South Street, 
Farmington, Maine 04938-0000 or call (207) 
778-3501 Ext. 336. 
EASTERN MAINE AIDS NETWORK (EMAN) 
meets every Thursday in Bangor. Call (207) 990-
EMAN or write to EMAN, P .0. Box 2038, Bangor, 
Maine 04401-2038. 
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK holds a healing 
circle for all affected by AIDS. Second and fourth 
Thursdays, from 7:00 - 8:30 PM. For more infor-
mation call (207) 326-8580. Blue Hill area. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN 
WITH AIDS, ARC OR WHO ARE HIV+ meets 
weekly on Thursday at The AIDS Project from 
10:30 AM - Noon at 22 Monument Square, 5th 
floor, Portland, Maine. For more information, or if 
you are in need of day care, please call Diane or 
Toby at (207) 774-6877. 
AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for people with AIDS 
or who are HIV+ sponsored by Merrymeeting 
AIDS Support Services (MASS) meets on Thurs-
days from 3:15- 4:30 PM at CHANS, 50 Baribeau 
Drive, Brunswick, Maine. For more information 
call (207) 725-4955. Group will be facilitated by 
Steve Record and Jonathan Appleyard. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA) 
meets on Thursdays from 5:30 - 7:00 PM at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. 
LIVE AND LET LIVE GROUP (AA), Big book/ 
step meeting weekly on Thursdays from 8:00 -
9:00 PM at the Williston West Church, 32 Tho-
mas Street, Portland. 
LESBIAN/GAY ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
(AA) discussion group meets weekly on Thurs-
day at the Unitarian Universalist Church, Main 
Street, Bangor. Meeting begins at 7:30 PM. 
FRIDAYS 
OUTRIGHT Portland Alliance of Lesbian and 
Gay Youth (22 years of age and older) meets 
weekly on Fridays at 7:30 PM at Preble Street 
Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave. , Portland. 
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB meets weekly 
on Fridays at NOON on the UNE campus. Loca-
tion can be obtained by calling (207) 283-0171 , 
ask for Barbara Hazard. 
LESBIANS IN SOBRIETY (AA) open meeting is 
held on Fridays from 7:00 - 8:00 PM atth Williston 
West Church, 32 Thomas Street, Portland, Maine. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (AA) mets weekly 
on Fridays from 8:00 - 9:30 PM - Gays Together 
in Sobriety - Open Discussion - Christ Episcopal 
Church, 80 Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H. 
SATURDAYS 
PRIME TIMERS OF BOSTON, an organization 
for older Gay males, meets the third Saturday of 
every month from 2:00 - 4:00 PM at the Linde-
mann Health Center, 25 Staniford Street, in 
Downtown Boston. See Calender Section for 
any changes in location. 
THE GAV 90'Ss, a men's group for the Waldo 
County area meets one Saturday night of the 
morith for a social gathering. For information 
contact Paul S. Doolan at (207) 342-5886 or 
write to RR #1 Box 560, Morrill , Maine 04952 
SECOND SATURDAYS, a social and recrea-
tional organization for gay and other suppor-
tive men that offers a variety of activities such 
as dances, potlucks, outdoor activities, and pro-
grams of interest to men. A secure and comfort-
able place to meet new friends. For information 
call (207) 761-1734. Portland. 
THE AIDS PROJECT 
22 Monument Square - 5th floor 
Portland, Ma1ne 04101 -0000 
(207) 774-6877 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA) 
YWCA _ 
87 Spring Street · 
Portland, Maine 04.101-0000 
Weekly open discussion with focus on Gay/ 
Lesbian issues. 
AIDS LINE 
(207) 775-1267 or 
(800) 851-AIDS 
Hours as follows: 
· Monday & Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
Tuesday : 9:00 AM - 4:30 PM 
Thursday: 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
Friday: 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM 
AMCHOFSHI 
AmChofshi (Hebrewfor "A Free People"), Maine's 
Jewish Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual chavrah, meets 
monthly to share Jewish holidays and to build 
community. For more information, call Bob (207) 
871-1014. . 
ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY AIDS COALITION 
(AVAC) 
P.O. Box 7977 
Lewiston, Maine 04240-7977 
(207) 795-4019 
Non-profit organization with the following goals: 
to provide community education about AIDS/ 
HIV; to coordinate and support community-based 
services to people living with AIDS/HIV, their 
families and significant others; to assess AIDS 
needs in our communities and to provide a uni-
fied front on AIDS needs and issues; and to 
provide a forum for the..exchange of support, 
professional skills, and technical resources. We 
have been meeting regularly at the Tri-County 
Chapter of the Red Cross in Auburn since late • 
1988, and welcome all-interested parties to at-
tend our meetings. For more information write or 
call. 
BATES COLLEGE GA Y/LESBIAN/BISEXUAU 
STRAIGHT ALLIANCE 
For more information write: 
Box 77 
Bates College 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
Group meets Sunday evenings at 8:30 PM in 
Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall , Bates College. 
BATH MEN'S GROUP 
Meets weekly for fu,n , fellowship, and good food. 
For _more information, call (207) 443-1211 . All 
welcome. 
BELFAST AREA AIDS GROUP 
for PWA's, HIV+, family, friends and caregivers. 
Call the Waldo County Aids Coalition at (207) 
338-1427, or Alan at (207) 548-2929 (evenings 
or weekends). _Meets on Mondays. 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE BISEXUAUGAY/LES-
BIAN ALLIANCE FOR DIVERSITY (B·GLAD) 
Moulton Union Information Desk 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 04011 
Group meets on Tuesday evenings. 
COLBY COLLEGE BISEXUAULESBIAN/GAY , 
COMMUNITY 
c/o Student Activities Office 
Colby College 
Waterville, Maine 04901-0000 
Informational phoneline second and fourth 
Wednesday of every month (207) 873-3536. For 
more information call Mark (207) 872-3683 or Al 
(207) 872-3000. The CCBLGC serves members 
of the Colby and Waterville communities as both 
a social and political medium. Promoting com-
munity awareness and knowledge, the CCBLGC 
maintains safe and confortable atmosphere for 
bisexuals, lesbians, and gays. 
Group meets on Monday evenings. 
DELGO 
Unitarian Church 
126 Union Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401 -0000 
(207) 942-6503 
DIGNITY/MAINE 
P.O. Box 8113 
Portland, Maine 041 04-8113 
Organization of gay and lesbian Catholics and 
their friends. Organized to re-inforce our self-
acceptance an_d dignity as people of God, to 
develop leadership, and to be an instrument · 
through which gay and lesbian Catholics may be · 
heard by the church and society. Group meets 
on Monday evenings. 
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK (DEAN) 
P.O. Box 779 
Blue Hill, M_aine 04614-0000 
(207) 326-8580 
A community based grassroots organization. We 
provide community e.ducation and support serv-
ices for those affected by AIDS. DEAN is a gay 
positive organization support group for HIV+, 
family, friends, and those at risk. Meets Tues-
days. For more information call Tracy for more 
information. 
DOWNEAST INTEGRITY CHAPTER-IN-FOR-
MATION 
C/O Rev Fr. Edwin A. Garrett, Ill 
St. Saviour's Episcopal Church 
P.O. Box 355 
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609 
(207) 288-5362 . 
Meets second Monday of the month at St. 
Saviour's Church. Please call for more informa-
tion. 
EASTERN MAINE AIDS NETWORK (EMAN) 
P.O. Box 2038 
Bangor, Maine 04401 -2038 
(207) 990-EMAN 
Provides case management services to HIV-
infected people and their families in Penobscot, 
Piscataquis, Hancock, Washington , and Aroos-
tookcounties. ~upportgroup meets every Thurs-
day evening in Bangor. In addition, EMAN staff 
are available to provide educational presenta-
tions within the same five county area. 
FEMINIST SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY · 
9 Deering Street 
_ P.O. Box-3771 
Portland, Maine 04104-3771 
(207) 773-2294 
Meets on Monday evenings. 
GAY/LESBIAN CONTRA DANCERS 
69 Mountain View Avenue 
Bangor, Maine 04401 -0000 
(207) 947-2329 
GAY/LESBIAN PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 780-4085 
(207) 772-4741 
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE 
The Powers House 
88 Winslow Street 
Portland, Maine 04103-0000 
(207) 874-6596 
GAY/LESBIAN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
C/O Williston West Church 
32 Thomas Street 
Portland, Maine 04102-0000 
Meets Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 
evenings. 
GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK 
P.O. Box 212 
Bangor, Maine 04401-0000 
(207) 862-5907 
(207) 866-7958 
Meets Sunday and Wednesday evenings. 
HARBOR MASTORS, INC. 
' P.O._Box 4044 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
INTEGRITY 
St. Matthew's Church 
18 Union Street 
Hallowell, Maine 04347-0000 
(207) 623-3041 
(207) 845-2985 
Lesbian and Gay Episcopals and their friends. It 
is a family within the church, a place to find close 
community and support. It offers an opporunity to 
find growth, education, and prayer. 
LESBIAN AND GAY FREEDOM TRAIL BAND 
C/O YWCA - 7th floor 
120 Clarendon Street 
Boston, Mass. 
(617) 424-7025 [Kathy) 
(617) 267-6186 [Gary) 
(598) 264-9085 [Zoe) 
Meets Tuesday evenings. 
LESBIAN/GAY COMMITTEE 
Maine Chapter of the National_ Association of 
Social Workers 
P.O. Box 5112 - Station A 
Portland, Maine 04102-5112 
Call K~ryn at (603) 749~5852or write P .6 . Bpx 
695, Cape Neddick, ME 03902 for · more •, 
information. · 
, 
Our Paper · 
9 Deering Street . 
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB P.O. Box 10744 
University oLNew England Campus Portland, Maine 04104 
Biddeford, Maine (207) 761 -0733 
(207) 283-0171 Our purpose is to serve as a voice for the lesbians and 
Advisors: Barbara Hazard and Vern Patterson gay men in Maine. We are made up of a group of 
An organization of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and dedicated volunteers who wish to broaden the under-
straight persons. Our organization began in the: 1\ ·,-· , standing of our lifestyles and of each other. All new · 
spring of 1989 out of concern that there was r;io, , ,, • volunteers welcome. · 
organization on campus that dealt with differenty, ,, ;, ~ • 'OUTRIGHT 
sexual preferences. We currently have students P.O. Box 5028 Station A 
from the various colleges including OT, PT,•• ~-- •Portland, Maine 04102-5028 
Medical Students, MSW, and undergraduate Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian Youth. Are you 
students. Our µrimary goals include support and gay and under 22 years of.age? For more information, 
educating others about alternative lifestyles. All call Ingraham Volunteers. Dial info(mation: (207) 77 4-
persons are welcome to attend or call to find out HELP (a 24 hour hotline) or if your 18 and under, you· 
more about our organization. can also call Dial-KIDS: (207) 774-TALK. Call now for 
Group meets Friday afternoon. more information concerning support, special events 
· and fun! 
Maine Connection 
P.O. Box 5145 - Station A 
Portland, Maine 04102-5245 
Mountain Ve/Jet Men (MVM) 
P.O. Box 36 
Center Conway, NH 03813-0036 
(207) 925-1034(Paul) 
A social group for gay men from western 
Maine and eastern New Hampshire. We meet 
at each others' homes for Pot Luck and plan 
activities as the members desire. Write or call 
for IJ)Ore information. 
Maine Bisexual People's Network 
P.O. Box 1792 
Portland , Maine 04104-1792 
Call the Gay/Lesbian Alliance at (207) 87 4-6596 to 
leave a message. 
Our purpose is to affirm in ourselves and others the 
positive nature of bisexuality and to work toward 
greater acceptance in the bisexual, gay, lesbian and· 
straight communities. 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance 
P.O. Box 232 
Hallowell, Maine 04347-0000 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services 
P.O. Box 57 
Brunswick, Maine 04011-0057 
(207) 725-4955 
Provides support services to PWA's those with HIV 
disease, and their family and friends. MASS also 
provides education services free of charge to the 
greater Bath/Brunswick community. MASS also has 
"buddies" available for PWA's and HIV+. 
The Maine Health Foundation 
e.O. Box 7329 DTS 
Portland, Maine 04112-7329 
A non-profit, tax-exempt organization that offers both 
direct and indirect financial support for people with 
AIDS (PWA's) in Maine. Our other concerns are the 
special health issues facing Maine's gay and lesbian 
communities, including gay youth. Please write for 
more information. 
New BrunswiclCCoalition of Human Rights Reforms 
P.O. Box 1556 
Station A 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
Canada 
E3B 5G2 
New Hampshire Citizens. Alliance for Gay and Les-
bian Rights 
P.O. Box 756 
Coontoocook, NH 03329-0756 
(603) 228-9009 · 
Northern Lambda Nord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou, Maine 04736-0990 
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline: (207) 498-2088 
Greater Portland Chapter of the National Organiza-
tion of Women 
c/o YWCA 
87 Spring Street 
Portland, Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 879-0877 (Perry Krasow) 
An action-oriented group. Our primary goals are three-
fold: [1) to foster Equal Rights for women; [2] to insure 
unrestricted choice around reproductive rights; [3) to 
support Lesbian antJ Gay rights. We have speakers and 
events for the public on the fourth Tuesday of every 
month. 
Out and About 
P.O. Box 695 
Cape Neddick, ME 03902 
Karyn at (603) 749-5852 
Out and About, a lesbian social and support 
group, meets every Thursday at 8 p.m. in 
Portsmouth, NH. New members welcome. 
· Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) 
23 Winthrop St. 
Hallowell, ME 04347 
(207) 729--0519 
(207) 623-2349 
This support group attempts to help parents and 
relatives change attitudes and create understanding so 
that our gay/lesbian family members can live with 
dignity and respect. 
Portland Pride 
P.O. Box 681 
Scarborough, Maine 0407 4-0681 
Prime Timers of Boston 
c/o D. Bourbeau 
604 Tremont Street 
Boston, Maine 02118-1605 
An organization for older gay males that meet monthly 
on the third Saturday of every month from 2 to 4 PM. 
?ee calendar section for changas in location and sched-
ule (if any). 
PWA Coalition of Maine 
377 Cumberland Avenue 
Portland , Maine 04101-0000 
(207) 773-8500 -
. RAG. (RURALACTIVJTIESGUIDE) 
' P.O. Box 3293 . 
North Conway, NH 03860 
- 603-447-2395 
A quarterly newsletter for the women's 
co1M1Unity of western Maine and the Mount 
Washington Valley of, New Hampshire. 
Monthly potluck dinners, seasonal dances and 
various other activities. Subscription is $12.00 
per year, first issue free. 
Seacoast Gay Men (SGM, Inc.) 
P.O. Box 1394 . 
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394 
(603) 898-1115 [Al] 
A social group for gay men meeting weekly on Monday 
evenings at 7 PM ( exceptin'g Holidays). The first Monday 
of the month is a potluck supper. Remaining Monday's 
are given to a wide variety of presentations, discus-
sions, films, etc. 
TRANSUPPORT 
P.O. Box 17622 
Portland, Maine 0410H00O 
Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, sociai and 
educational peer support group for Transsexuals, cross-
dressers, and their families and friends who desire a 
better understanding of gender-related issues. Meet-
ings are held bi-monthly on Sundays at 6:00 PM. Write 
for location and more information. 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
92 Bedford Street 
Portland, Maine 04103-0000 
Wilde-Stein Club 
Memorial Union 
University of Maine - Orono 
Orono, Maine 04469-0000 
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee 
P.O. Box i72 
Belfast, Maine 04915-0772 
(207) 338-1427 
Provide AIDS education for the greater community, 
schools, businesses, as well as a gay positive support 
group for PWA's, HIV positive, family, friends and 
caregivers. For more information, please call. 
WOMLAND Trust Inc. 
P.O. Box 55 
Troy, Maine 04987-0055 
A non-profit organization whose purpose is to acquire 
land throughoutthe state to protect itfor use by current 
and future generations of womn and children. Meet-
ings Second Sunday every month. Location varies 
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OUR PAPER's Policy on "Phone Sex" Ads 
We won't accept them~ we•find them 
offensive to many in our community. While 
we agree with the premise that these ads en-
courage safe "phone sex", what message are 
we sending as a community to our brothers 
and sisters. We also find these purely sexual 
\ 
ads sometimes racist, 
and always sexist. This 
may not sound"radical" 
on OUR part, but it has 
meant hundreds of dollars 
in lost revenue. We 
welcome those 
companies affected 
to use OUR classified 
section for advertising. 
· · We have tried to 
maintain OUR journalistic 
integrity and offer OUR 
community a positive 
sense of pride. 
Let us know what 
you think. 
HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING 
Voluntary -- Anonymous -- Low Cost 
The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions 
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To schedule a counseling session call: 
775-1267 (Portland) or 1-800-851-AIDS (2437) daily between 9-12; 1-5, 
Monday & Wednesday 6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling 
and testing is by appointment only. 
SHARE YOUR TALENTS. 
r.=====:;:;::::===========================--1\. 
;;\· Maine Lesbian/Gay 
/ s \Political Alliance L.---------~ 
M·L·G·P· .A 
Sixth-Annual Celebratory 
Dinner/Dance & Awards Banquet 
Saturday, February 2, 1990 
from 
5:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. 
at the 
Augusta Civic Center 
Tickets are $25 per person 
In the interest of enabling all who wish to attend, ML/GPA will reimburse people for 
child care costs. Financial assistance is also available for PW A's, gay /lesbian youth and 
others who may need help. For reservations, clip & mail the coupon and your check 
or money order made payable to MLGP A to: 
Banquet Reservations - c/o 18 Summer Street - Augusta-_ Maine - 04330 · 
Please reserve ___ seats in my name for which I enclose $ ____ _ 
I can not attend, but enclosed is a donation of$ _____ to sponsor someone 
who could not otherwise afford to attend. 
_ -_ I need a scholarship. I enclose $ ___ _ 
Name: ________________________ _ 
Address: 
City: State: __ Zip: _____ _ 
Phone: Day: · Evening: 
Thi~ is a partial list of 
OUR distribution points in 
Maine as of 
1 November 1990. 
University of Southern Maine 
Bowdoin College 
Colby College 
Bates College 
U/Maine at Fort Kent 
Beginnings Etc. - Brunswick 
The Railroad Square Cafe - Waterville 
Railroad Square Cinema - Waterville 
The Centre Bookstore - Damariscotta 
Enchantmen ts - Boothbay Harbor 
New Leaf Books - Rockland 
The Brewster Inn - Dexter 
The Portland Public Library 
Salon 316 - Portland 
Briarwynde Typesetters - Portland 
The Whole Grocer - Portland 
Videoport - Portland 
Books, Etc: - Portland 
111e Movies on Exchange Street - Portland 
Ben and Gerry's - Portland 
Cafe Always- Portland 
Cafe No - Portland 
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters - Portland 
I Love Flowers - Portland · 
Her Minds I - Portland 
Liza's Restaurant - Portland 
Raffles Books/Cafe - Portland 
The Portland School of Art - Portland 
Woodfords Cafe - Portland 
Cunningham Books - Portland 
The Goodday Market - Portland 
Della's Catessen - Portland 
Drop Me A Line Card Shop - Portland 
Maine Human Rights Commission 
The AIDS Project 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Association 
The Universalist/Unitarian Ch urch 
Bangor/Portland 
The Maine Health Foundation 
Northern Lambda Nord - Caribou 
Maine/NOW Chapter 
Portland Friends of Lesbians and Gays 
and every Book.land in the state of Maine 
• 883-6934 • 
A 24-hour information 
line on events, group 
meetings, and person-
als for Gay men and 
Lesbians in south-
western Maine. All 
listings are free. 
The National AIDS 
Information 
Clearinghouse 
Now - one toll-free number 
for reference assistance and 
to order publications 
1-800-458-5231 
FAX: 1-301-738-6616 
Call us. We're your central-
ized resource for informa-
tion on HIV/AIDS programs, 
services and materials. 
A servi ce of the U.S. Department 
o f Health and Human Services 
Pubhc Health Service • Centers 
for Disease Control 
Are you gay and under 22 yean old? 
OUTRIGHT 
Portland Alliance of Gay & Lesbian Youth 
P.O. Sox 5028, Station A 
Portland, Maine 04101 
For more information, call Ingraham Volunteers. 
Dial-INFO: 774-HELP (a 2~r hotline) 
-or-
It }'OU"re 18 .or under, )00 can also call DiaH<IDS: 774-TAU< 
SUPPORT SPECIAL EVENTS FUN INFORMATION 
MAINE IN PINK GUIDE and MAP 
A cooperative effort to highlight and. promote gay-owned 
and gay-friendly businesses in Maine is now underway 
between OUR PAPER and Drop Me A Line Card Shop in 
Portland. The Maine in Pink Guide and Map will be 
presented as a special color pull-out section in the 
March/April 1991 issue of OUR PAPER. 
Each participating business will be high-
lighted on the map and receive a display 
ad as well as a supply of the Guide to be 
distributed at their place of busir.ess. The 
Maine in Pink Guide and Map will also i-
include listings of Gay /Lesbian community 
organizations and gay-friendly guest 
houses throughout the state. 
Promotional copies of Maine in Pink will be distributed to 
national and regional publishers of gay guides to 
encourage representation beyond the local level. 
Businesses and organizations wishing to be included in 
the Guide or wanting additional information should contact 
Roger or Jim at Drop-Me A Line (773-5547) or Tim at OUR 
PAPER (761-0733) as soon as possible. Deadline for this 
project is February 15th. 
